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Welcome to the Petique Family!

Petique, Inc. is a women-owned company that specializes in pet supplies and 
consumables. Our goal is to help your pets live long, healthy lives. We started 
Petique to pilot the pet industry away from the toxic, chemical-filled products that 
harm our pets and planet. Striving to give your pet the best is not all we were 
founded on. Petique works to conserve ecological resources to help leave the 
planet thriving. As pet lovers, we want to share our passion for creating a happy, 
safe, and healthy environment for the animals we call family.

Our mission is to help your pets live longer and healthier lives, as well as help our 
planet become a cleaner place to live for future generations. We are doing this by 
providing non-toxic, sustainable pet products for your pets and family.

Our Pets, Our Planet, Our Purpose

We Love Your Pets & Our Planet

Our Team
We have over 30 years of experience in manufacturing, product development, 
and design. Whether it’s developing eco-friendly and non-toxic items, reliable 
travel gear, or innovative toys, Petique, Inc. delivers products you and your pets 
can enjoy for years to come.

Our Story
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Breeze Pet Jogger
Petique’s Breeze Pet Jogger (aka the Pet Mobile, the Rolls Royce, the Ferrari of pet joggers) is engineered 
to create a performance-inspired ride for you and your pets to travel in. The large tires equipped with 
shock absorption and traction reinforces a smooth experience. Even pets who had just gotten surgery will 
feel secure and comfortable. With our 360 degree well ventilated mesh windows producing enhanced air 
circulation throughout the pet jogger, your pets can relax in the comfort of their very own Breeze.

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 37”L X 24.8”W X 39.4”H
    • Front Tires 8.5”
    • Rear Tires 16”
     • Seat Space: 30”L X 17”W X 25”H
• Product Weight: 23 LBS
• Supports pets up to 77 LBS

FEATURES 
• Tested to meet the same requirements as baby strollers!
• No Harmful Chemicals
• Three adjustable leashes for safety
• One-step dual wheel brake 
• Easy pop out wheels great for travel and folds flat for optimal storage
• One large pocket for leashes, water, treats, etc.
• Removable fabric for easy wash and make your jogger look good as new
• Two entryways, one in the front and one in the back
• Reflectors for night time safety
• One-hand fold 
• Foam grip that is very comfortable for your hands
• Supports pets up to 77 LBS
• Patented pee pad insert for messes and easy clean ups
• Tire pump included

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety/stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Supports Dogs, Cats, and other animals under a total of 77 LBS
• For pets who still get to be out even though they do not like to walk for long
• Humans who can still exercise and take their pets out
• Pets who are old or unable to walk and still enjoy being out
• Pets who are healing from surgery 
• Puppies, kittens and other pets who have not been vaccinated
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too
   cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, biking, shopping, etc.
• Humans who enjoy bike rides
• Humans who like to run or jog for miles at a time
• For pets who are unable to control their bowels

Reflective lining

Back entry 
and exit

One hand folding 
mechanism

Mesh window for
ventilation/visibility

One large 
back pocket 
with zipper

Quick 
release
wheels 

360° Front 
wheel swivels 

Black
JG02300104

Green
JG02200104

https://youtu.be/yTpqAnHT55Y
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Glacier Pet Stroller
Petique’s Glacier Pet Stroller makes traveling with your pets effortless. Featuring a spacious interior, durable 
frame and 360 degree rotating wheels for easy maneuvering, our pet stroller provides a smooth and 
enjoyable experience for your pets. Even your pets who are handicapped, elderly, or have anxiety, will 
have a comfortable experience our pet stroller. You’ll love the way our patented pee pad insert feature 
creates an added advantage to help with messes and make clean ups a lot easier for you. You can count 
on the Glacier Pet Stroller to deliver a comfortable grip for instant control, a convenient cup holder tray, 
and a large storage basket perfect for storing your belongings. Your pets will feel secure and comfortable 
as they enjoy a PAWsome view through our well ventilated quality mesh windows. Happy travels!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 32.75”L X 21.5”W X 37.5”H
    • Seat Space: 24”L x 12”W x 18.5”H
• Product weight: 12.5 LBS
• Supports pets up to 45 LBS

FEATURES 
• Lightweight and compact for easy storage and travel
• Easy one-hand fold with a comfortable grip
• Plenty of ventilation with quality mesh for optimal airflow throughout the stroller
• 360 degree panoramic view
• Top mesh window
• Back mesh window
• Pee pad insert function to help with messes and make cleaning easier for you
• Convenient cup holder tray 
• Seat can hold up to 45 LBS
• Large storage basket can hold up to 5 LBS
• Two adjustable seat leashes and double rear brakes for optimal safety
• 360° Rotating front wheel for smooth and easy maneuvering
• Durable fabric material that meets ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety/stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Supports Dogs, Cats, and other animals under a total of 45 LBS
• For pets who still get to be out even though they do not like to walk for long
• Humans who can still exercise and take their pets out
• Pets who are old or unable to walk and still enjoy being out
• Pets who are healing from surgery 
• Puppies, kittens and other pets who have not been vaccinated
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• For humans who do not mind taking their pets out in the rain because their pets are protected by the
   rain cover
• For pets who are unable to control their bowels
• For pet parents who like the extra storage basket and cup holder tray

Slate Grey
ST07010000

One hand folding 
mechanism

Mesh window for
ventilation/visibility

360° Front 
wheel swivels 

Large storage 
basket

Convenient cup 
holder tray 

https://youtu.be/Sbp8I1vcCfU

Top mesh 
window
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Trailblazer Pet Jogger 
Petique’s Trailblazer Pet Jogger is designed for active pet parents who want to incorporate more exercise 
with their pets. Equipped with shock absorbing wheels for a smooth and stable ride, the sporty Trailblazer 
Pet Jogger is ideal for both small to large pets, multiple pets, and even pets who are old, handicapped, 
or unvaccinated. This pet jogger consists of quality, well-ventilated mesh windows that produce optimal 
airflow as well as help protect your pets from unwanted insects. Your happiness is just as important to us, so 
we developed an adjustable handlebar that provides a comfortable gripping position to accommodate 
small children as well as tall adults. We also created one large back pocket to store treats, leashes and 
other belongings! For extra fun, use our Bike Adapter to connect the Trailblazer Pet Jogger to your bicycle 
and breeze around town!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 32.3”L X 23.2”W X 35.4”H
    • Seat Space: 27.6”L X 19.7”W X 23.6”H
    • Folded: 28.7”L X 19.6”W x 10”H
    • Handlebar height: 35.4” - 41.3”H
    • Height from Bottom of Wheel to Top of Handle
       Highest setting: 41.3”
    • Ground to Base: 12.25”H
• Product Weight: 22.75 LBS
• Supports pets up to 77 LBS

FEATURES 
• Tested to meet the ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals
• Reflector strips for safety
• Adjustable handle to make it comfortable for humans of all sizes to push the jogger
• Peek-a-boo window
• Three adjustable leashes for safety
• Two entryways, one in the front and one in the back
• One-step dual wheel brake
• Jogger folds flat for easy storage
• Fabric is removable and machine washable
• Large back pocket for cell phone, water, snacks, etc.
• Patented pee pad insert for messes and easy cleanups
• Tire pump included

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety/stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors or around 
   people
• Humans who can still exercise and take their pets out
• Pets who are old or unable to walk and still enjoy being out
• Pets who are healing from surgery 
• Puppies, kittens and other pets who have not been vaccinated
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, biking, shopping, etc.
• Humans who like to run or jog for miles at a time
• For pets who are unable to control their bowels
• For pets who like to stick their head out the window

Neptune
JG03510005

Space Gray
JG03220005

360° Front 
wheel swivels 

Atlas
JG03520005

Reflective lining

Back easy 
entry and exit

Mesh window for
ventilation/visibility

Quick release 
wheels 

One hand folding 
mechanism

Mars
JG03140005

Peek-a-boo 
window

One large back 
pocket with zipper

https://youtu.be/WZLKRK7Y7vw
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Revolutionary Pet Stroller
Petique’s Revolutionary Pet Stroller is designed with a built-in shock absorber that provides your pets the 
safest and smoothest travel for long walks. Even your senior or injured pets will continue to find comfort when 
you come across bumpy turfs. We’ve added quality mesh windows for optimal air circulation and multiple 
storage compartments for an enjoyable time with your pets! This includes a spacious undercarriage, a 
large back pocket, and a cup holder tray that holds up to two cups! As an extra perk to make traveling 
with your pets even easier, you can fold the stroller completely flat with one hand to create maximum 
storage for your closet or the trunk of your car!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 37”L x 21.34”W x 38”H
   • Seat Space: 24.7”L x 13”W x 21”H
   • Cup Holder Size: 2.8”L x 2.8”L x 2.5”H
   • Storage Tray: 6”L x 3.35”W x 1.7”H
   • Storage Basket: 17”L x 12.5”W x 7.25”H
   • Wheels: 8”
• Product Weight: 15 LBS
• Supports Pets Up to: 55 LBS

FEATURES 
• Tested to meet the same requirements as juvenile standards
• No harmful chemicals
• Easy one-step double rear brake for optimal safety
• Large back pocket for cell phone, keys, treats, etc.
• Convenient and secure cup holder tray that holds up to two cups
• Large storage basket holds up to 5 LBS
• Supports pets up to 55 LBS
• Patented pee pad insert to contain messes and make cleaning up easier
• Front wheel has the options to lock or do a 360 degree swivel for a smooth navigation
• Quality mesh windows that provide optimal air circulation throughout the stroller

BENEFITS 
• Perfect for dogs, cats, and other animals who have just undergone surgery
• Senior and disabled pets
• Pets who do not like to walk long distance
• Great exercise for humans who can also take their pets on longer journeys
• Puppies, kittens, and other new born animals that have not been vaccinated yet
• Pets who get anxious with the outside world, yet love the breeze and the fresh air
• Pets that need to be transferred from point A to point B (ex: the vet)
• Finally take your cats, bunnies, and other animals out
• Helps with stress and anxiety

Venus
ST11500004

Galaxy
ST11220004

Milky Way
ST11210004

Sunshine
ST11150004

Supernova
ST11100004

Cup holder Tray

One large 
back pocket

One hand folding 
mechanism

Mesh window for
ventilation/visibility

Large basket
for storage

Quick release 
wheels 

360° Front 
wheel swivels 

https://youtu.be/oZlnXZcZxko
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All Terrain Pet Jogger 
Petique’s All Terrain Pet Jogger is the perfect ride for you and your pets to travel in. Equipped with large 
bike tires with shock absorption and traction, your pets will experience a smooth ride! Our pet jogger is fit 
for humans of all heights. With our adjustable handle, you will feel comfortable pushing the All-Terrain Pet 
Jogger. Whether it’s jogging or riding your bike, you can finally get the exercise you want with your pets! 
Taking the pet jogger out at night? You will be easily spotted with our safety reflectors located all around 
the jogger. After a day of adventures, the wheels on the jogger are easily removable, letting the All Terrain 
Pet Jogger fold flat for easy storage.

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 33.5”L x 24.4”W x 35.4”H
   • Seat space: 25.2”L x 15.8”W x 23.6”H
   • Folded: 31.5”L x 24”W x 15”H
   • Front Tires: 9”
   • Rear Tires: 15”
   • Highest setting: 43.3”
• Product Weight: 24.65 LBS
• Supports pets up to 77 LBS

FEATURES 
• Tested to meet the same safety standards as baby strollers!
• No harmful chemicals
• Reflector strips for safety
• Adjustable handle to make it comfortable for humans of all sizes to push the jogger
• Peek-a-boo window
• Three adjustable leashes for safety
• Two entryways, one in the front and one in the back
• One-step dual wheel brake
• All three wheels pop out and the jogger folds flat for easy storage
• Two large back pockets for cell phone, water, snacks, etc.
• Fabric is removable and machine washable
• Supports pets up to 77 LBS
• Patented pee pad insert for messes and easy cleanups
• Tire pump included

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety/stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Supports Dogs, Cats, and other animals under a total of 77 LBS
• For pets who still get to be out even though they do not like to walk for long
• Humans who like exercise and take their pets out
• Pets who are old or unable to walk and still enjoy being out
• Pets who are healing from surgery 
• Puppies, kittens and other pets who have not been vaccinated
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, biking, shopping, etc.
• Humans who like to run or jog for miles at a time
• For humans who do not mind taking their pets out in the rain because their pets are protected by the 
   rain cover
• For pets who are unable to control their bowels

360° Front 
wheel swivels 

Adjustable Handle
Mesh window for
ventilation/visibility

Large bike tires for 
shock absorption 
and traction

Comfortable
EVA grip

Blazin’ Berry
JG01100103

Peek-a-boo 
window

Two back pockets

https://youtu.be/Ep0ZAnw0nAY

Front and back
entrance

Easy pop-out 
wheels
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Deluxe Double Decker Pet Stroller
The Deluxe Double Decker Pet Stroller is the squad mobile! Round up the troops because it’s family 
adventure time! With quality mesh windows that provide optimal air ventilation throughout the stroller, your 
pets will feel comfortable and enjoy traveling together! Both top and bottom bassinets can be removed 
and converted into pet carriers and pet car seats! Every pet will get to experience a great view in the 
Deluxe Double Decker Pet Stroller. Light, smooth and durable, traveling has never been so fun and easy!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product size: 31.5”L X 18.9”W X 39.37”H
   • Top Bassinet: 13.78”L X 11.61”W X 13.78”H
   • Bottom Bassinet: 20”L X 12.4”W X 10.24”H
• Product Weight: 16.5 LBS
• Top bassinet holds up to 11 LB
• Lower bassinet holds up to 33 LB

FEATURES 
• Top and bottom bassinet, to keep pets comfortable in their own space
   • Both seats include removable and washable pee pad mats
   • Adjustable leashes inside the bassinets
   • Both can be removed and converted into carriers and pet car seats
• Quality mesh windows to provide optimal air ventilation
• Two convenient cup holders
• Four storage pockets perfect for cell phone, keys, treats, etc
• One-hand fold feature makes it easy to fold and store
• Lightweight yet sturdy support
• Secure brake system for safety

BENEFITS 
• Top and bottom bassinet separates pets who do not get a long
• Your pets will each have their own space
• Fits multiple pets
• If you only use one bassinet, you can use the other as a storage basket for your belongings
• Great for small dogs, cats, bunnies, and other small animals

Brown
ST02150003

Gray
ST02010003

https://youtu.be/w_G9bYDwnPY
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Durable Pet Stroller 
Petique Durable Pet Stroller is so sturdy and well made with its thick frame, large EVA tires and double front 
wheels, it makes for a smooth and enjoyable ride when walking your dogs, cats, and other animals! It has 
an additional large storage basket, two large back pockets and a cup holder tray that holds up to two 
cups! This pet stroller is designed to create a comfortable experience for you and your pets! With quality 
mesh windows that provide optimal air circulation throughout the stroller, your pets will feel calm, happy 
and secure.

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 39.4”L X 21.3”W X 35”H
   • Seat Space: 23.6”L X 11.8”W X 19.7”H
   • Wheels: 8”
• Product Weight: 21.34 LBS
• Supports pets up to 55 LBS

FEATURES 
• Tested to meet the same requirements as juvenile standards
• No harmful chemicals
• Easy one-step double rear brake for optimal safety
• Two back pockets great for cell phone, keys, treats, etc.
• Convenient cup holder tray that holds up to two cups
• Large storage basket holds up to 5 LBS
• Fabric is removable and machine washable
• Supports pets up to 55 LBS
• Patented pee pad insert to contain messes and make cleaning up easier
• Front wheel is able to lock or do a 360 degree swivel for smooth navigation
• Quality mesh windows that provide optimal air circulation throughout the stroller

BENEFITS 
• Perfect for dogs, cats, and other animals who have just undergone surgery
• Pets who are disabled 
• Pets with old age
• Pets who do not like to walk long distance
• Great exercise for humans who can also take their pets on longer journeys
• Puppies, kittens, and other new born animals that have not been vaccinated yet
• Pets who get anxious with the outside world, yet love the breeze and the fresh air
• Pets that need to be transferred from point A to point B (ex: the vet)
• Finally take your cats, bunnies, and other animals out
• Helps with stress and anxiety
• Humans who like the extra large storage basket and two cup holder trays

Mermaid
ST01501103

Razzberry
ST01100103

Larage storage
basket

Two back 
pockets

Quick 
release wheels

360° Front 
wheel swivels 

Black Camo
ST01040103

One-hand
folding mechanism 

Cup holder tray

Large mesh 
windows for 
ventilation

Front-step for
easy access
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5-in-1 Pet Stroller (Frame Only)
Petique 5-in-1 Pet Stroller Frame perfectly compliments our 5-in-1 Pet Carrier. It is sold separately for those 
who have the 5-in-1 Pet Carrier and decided they would also like the pet stroller. The 5-in-1 Pet Stroller is 
fully equipped with amazing benefits and add-ons like the cup holder tray that holds up to 2 cups, a large 
storage basket that holds up to 5 LBS, stainless-steel bike tires to guarantee a smooth ride for your pets, 
and a one-step dual break for optimal safety! It’s lightweight and easy to fold, making it travel friendly and 
it overall creates an enjoyable time for you and your pet. Now you’re ready for the PAW-fect adventure!

Army Camo
PC02020103

Pink Camo
PC02010103

Black
PC02040103

https://youtu.be/4e0h6HDnHCY

5-in-1 Pet Stroller 
(Complete travel set)
Petique’s 5-in-1 Pet Stroller makes adventures with your small dog, cat, and small animals safe and fun with 
FIVE travel options: Pet Stroller, Pet Backpack, Pet Car Seat, Rolling Pet Carrier, and Luggage Attachment 
Feature. Petique’s 5-in-1 Pet Carrier folds flat for easy storage and is readily usable during your trips! It has 
four 360 degree wheels to give your pets a smooth ride, six pockets, and a wheel covering to protect your 
clothes from getting dirty when you use it as a backpack! The hard exterior on the 5-in-1 Pet Carrier and 
the sturdy frame and bike tires in the 5-in-1 Pet Stroller keeps your pets safe during your travels!

DIMENSIONS 
• 5-in-1 Pet Stroller frame: 16.54”L X 11.82”W X 35.83”H
• Dimensions of the middle frame that holds the
   Pet Carrier: 19.1”L X 11.61”W X 1.38”H
• Product weight: 21.6 LBS

BENEFITS 
• The car seat feature relieves anxiety/stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• Relieves anxiety/stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Small Dogs, Cats, and other animals under 25 LB
• Pets who love to run around in the car
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, hiking, shopping, etc.
•Humans who like the extra-large storage basket and two cup holder trays

FEATURES 
• A built-in leash “seatbelt” on the inside to help keep your pets contained and safe while traveling
• Zipper openings on two side doors makes the pet carrier collapsible and fold flat for easy storage
• The hard frame makes the pet carrier durable and safe during your travels
• Four 360º wheels on the bottom of the pet carrier for a smooth ride
• FIVE convenient carrying and traveling options:
   • Pet Stroller
   • Pet Backpack
   • Pet Car Seat
   • Rolling Pet Carrier
   • Luggage Attachment Feature
• SIX pockets total:
   • Three open pockets on the right side with a secure drawstring on the middle pocket
   • Two pockets with flaps and a magnetic button on the left side where you will find the strap to insert 
      the car seat
   • One large pocket in the back that you can also unzip to put over your luggage
• Four entryways: left side door, right side door, front mesh window with a magnetic flap covering, and 
   top mesh window
• One-hand fold
• One-step dual brake for optimal safety
• Quality stainless steel bike tires with shock absorption to ensure a smooth ride
• Large removable storage basket - holds up to 5 LBS

5-in-1 Pet Stroller- Complete Travel System Set

Army Camo
TS03020103

Pepper
TS03030103

Pink Camo
TS03010103

Sunset Strip
TS03040103

DIMENSIONS 
• 5-in-1 Pet Stroller (complete travel set): 31.1”L X 22.05”W X 40.94”H
    • 5-in-1 Pet Carrier: 13”L X 11”W X 20.8”H
    • Seat Space: 12”L x 10.5”W x 15.5”H
• Product Weight: 27.54 LBS
• Supports pets up to 25 LBS5-in-1 Pet Stroller - Frame Only
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Newport Pet Stroller 
(3-in-1 Travel System)
Petique’s Newport Pet Stroller is a 3-in-1 travel system that makes traveling with your pets effortless. It’s 
a stroller, car seat, and carrier featuring a spacious interior and durable frame. The Newport Pet Stroller 
provides a smooth and enjoyable experience for your pets, even your pets who are disabled. elderly, or 
have anxiety. You’ll love the way our patented pee pad insert feature creates an added advantage to 
help with messes and make cleaning up a lot easier. You can count on the Newport Pet Stroller to deliver 
a comfortable grip for instant control and a large storage basket perfect for storing items. Your pets will feel 
secure and comfortable as they enjoy traveling in our well ventilated stroller. Happy travels!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 31.50”L X 19.29”W X 39.37”H
   • Carrier: 24”L x 13.5”W x 22.5”H
   • Seat Space: 23.62”L X 13.78”W X 19.69”H
   • Frame Folded: 15”L x 13”W  x 22”H 
   • Carrier Folded: 25”L x 16.5”W x 7”H
   • Wheels: 5”
• Product Weight: 17 LBS
• Supports pets up to 45 LBS

FEATURES 
• Patented pee pad insert feature for easy cleanup
• 3-in-1 luxury travel system - stroller, detachable carrier, pet car seat 
• Frame and bassinet are collapsible for easy storage 
• Easy tri-fold/unfold operation with roll away feature when folded
• Pump-free rubber wheels to reduce vibration and maximize stability
• Lightweight aluminum frame for superior strength and durability
• 2 large bassinet pockets
• Large storage basket holds up to 5 LBS
• 4 quality mesh windows around the pet carrier
• Removable bassinet lining for easy cleaning
• Two adjustable leashes and a one-step brake for optimal safety
• Comfortable grip handle
• A flap on each side of the pet carrier to give your pets the option for more privacy or enjoyable viewing 
   windows with a nice breeze
• Durable fabric material that meets ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety and stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• Relieves anxiety and stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Small dogs, cats, and other animals under 45 LBS
• Pets who are unable to sit in one spot in the car
• Pets who do not like or are unable to walk long distance
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling

Desert Rose
ST09020000

Midnight
ST09030000

Champagne
ST09010000

Plenty of 
ventilation

Easy tri-fold/unfold

2 large bassinet 
pockets

Telescopic
handle

Pump-free 
rubber wheels

Foldable pet stroller frame

360° Front 
wheel swivels 

https://youtu.be/g3df6VNfl5s
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Apollo Pet Stroller
Petique’s Apollo Pet Stroller was designed for large dogs to have a smooth and comfy ride. It is the luxury 
sprinter van of pet strollers that supports pets up to 133lbs, and has a built-in sturdy ramp which is perfect 
for senior and disabled pets. It is a versatile and stylish way to take your furry friend on the go! This pet 
stroller features a sturdy frame, a spacious cabin, large mesh windows and a peek-a-boo window on top 
that allows your pet to stay cool and comfortable while enjoying the fresh air and scenery during outdoor 
walks or trips. 

The cabin also features 2 entrances, providing easy access for your pet to enter or exit the stroller. For 
added convenience and safety, the Apollo Pet Stroller includes a convertible canopy that provides shade 
and protection from the sun, as well as a rear wheel brake system to keep the stroller securely in place 
when not in use. Petique’s Apollo Pet Stroller is a comfortable and stylish way to take your pet on the go, 
whether you’re going for a leisurely stroll in the park, running errands, or traveling!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 37.8”L x 31.5”W x 38.6”H
    • Seat Space: 36.02” L x 22.8”W x 26”H
    • Folded Dimensions: 38”L x 27”W x 10.75”H 
    • Ramp: 24”L x 15.8”W
    • Ramp opening: 17”W x 27.7”H
    • Ground to base: 7”
    • Back Wheel: 11”
    • Front Wheel: 8 ½ “
• Product Weight: 29.05 LBS
• Supports pets up to 133 LBS

FEATURES 
• Tested to meet the same safety standards as baby strollers!
• No harmful chemicals
• Sturdy ramp for easy access
• Low to the ground - perfect for senior and disabled pets
• Air-filled tires with natural shock absorption for a smooth ride
• Reflector linings for safety
• Adjustable handle with 3 settings to make it comfortable for humans of all sizes to push the stroller
• Peek-a-boo window
• Front window with toggle
• Three adjustable leashes for safety
• Convertible canopy
• One-step dual wheel brake
• Folds compact for storage
• Large pocket for cell phones, water, snacks, etc.
• Supports pets up to 133 LBS
• Patented pee pad insert is included for messes and easy cleanups
• Tire pump included

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety/stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors or around people
• Supports Dogs, Cats, and other animals under a total of 133 LBS
• For pets who still get to be out even though they do not like to walk for long
• Humans who exercise and take their pets out
• Pets who are old or unable to walk and still enjoy being out
• Pets who are healing from surgery 
• Puppies, kittens, and other pets who have not been vaccinated
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, biking, shopping, etc.

Onyx
ST15300006
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Dynamic Pet Stroller 
(4-in-1 Travel System)
The Dynamic Pet Stroller is the ultimate 4-in-1 pet traveling system that makes every aspect of traveling with 
your fur baby a breeze. It’s a stroller, pet car seat, carrier, and rolling carrier wrapped into one so that your 
pets can have a comfortable trip everywhere they go! This pet stroller was expertly engineered with lots of 
storage, a large canopy with quality mesh windows for sightseeing and airflow, a patented pee pad insert 
for easy cleanups, and a compact, simple to fold frame. With its innovative design, high-quality materials, 
and versatility, Petique’s 4-in-1 Dynamic Pet Stroller is the perfect choice for pet owners who want the best 
for their furry friends!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 28.7”L x 22.2”W x 37.4”H
    • Seat Space: 20.47”L X 14.6”W X 21.65”H
• Product Weight: 18.73 LBS
• Supports pets up to 55 LBS

FEATURES 
• Patented pee pad insert feature for easy cleanup
• 4-in-1 convenient travel system - stroller, detachable carrier, car seat, rolling carrier
• Frame and bassinet are collapsible for easy storage
• Pump-free wheels to reduce vibration and maximize stability
• Lightweight frame for superior strength and durability
• Plenty of storage
• Large undercarriage basket (Holds up to 5 LBS)
• 3 large bassinet pockets
• Plenty of ventilation
• Two adjustable leashes and double rear brakes for optimal safety
• Comfortable grip handle
• Durable fabric material that meets ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals

BENEFITS 
• The pet car seat feature relieves anxiety/stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• Relieves anxiety/stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Small Dogs, Cats, and other animals under 45 LBS
• Pets who can’t stay still in the car
• Pets who get car sick
• Pets who do not like to walk long distance
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Humans who like the extra storage basket

Galaxy 
ST16220004

Mocha
ST16150004

Detachable carrier
with removable wheels

Collapsible frame 
for easy storage 

youtube.com/watch?v=cbVoUX8SzGw
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The Backpacker Pet Carrier
Petique’s The Backpacker Pet Carrier is the perfect travel necessity to bring your pets with you! The large 
quality mesh windows provide optimal ventilation throughout the pet carrier for your dogs, cats, and 
other small animals to feel relaxed and comfortable. After an incredible adventure out with your pets, The 
Backpacker folds flat for easy storage!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 13.5”L X 9.45”W X 15.75”H
   • Seat Space: 13”L x 8.5”W x 13.75”H
   • Folded Dimensions: 22”L x 12.5”W x 3.25”H
• Product Weight: 2.2 LBS
• Supports pets up to 15 LBS

FEATURES 
• One large front pocket for storage
• A large slit in the back to put over your luggage handle
• Two slits to put your pens
• Put a seat belt over The Backpacker Pet Carrier for a safe car ride
• Leash inside to secure your pets
• Ultimate comfort is provided with an addition lower back cushion, cushion on the backpack straps 
   and front chest clip for support
• Adjustable backpack straps
• Reversible mat for warm summers and cold winters
• Three entry ways with large mesh windows for optimal air circulation
• Folds flat for easy storage
• The bottom has four rubber support stands
• The top mesh rolls up so your pets can stick their head out
• Reflective light strip on the front for safety

BENEFITS 
• Pet car seat feature keeps your pets safe
• Relieves anxiety and stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• Relieves anxiety and stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Small dogs, cats, and other animals under 25 LBS
• Pets who are unable to sit in one spot in the car
• Pets who get car sick
• Pets who do not like or are unable to to walk long distance
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, hiking, shopping, etc.

Glacier
PC02040003

Coral
PC02020003

Denim
PC02010003

Orchid
PC02030003

https://youtu.be/ujJv8RwBj4I
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Pepper
PC01030103

5-in-1 Pet Carrier (Pet Carrier Only)
Petique’s 5-in-1 Pet Carrier is the ultimate travel carrier for safely transporting your small dogs, cats, bunnies or 
other small animals under 25 LBs. It transforms into a car seat, a backpack, a rolling carrier with four wheels for 
a smooth 360 degree turn, and it also goes over your luggage handle hassle-free! You can now hit the hiking 
trail, breeze through the airport or take that long road trip with your friends and family! Enjoy a worry-free and 
fun traveling experience with your pets! The 5-in-1 Pet Carrier attaches to the optional 5-in-1 Pet Stroller that 
was solely made for the 5-in-1 Pet Carrier — Adventure Awaits!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 13”L X 11”W X 20.8”H
     • Seat Space: 12”L X 10.5”W X 15.5”H
     • Folded Dimensions: 18.5”L x 15.8”W x 7.5”H
• Product Weight: 5.94 LBS
• Supports Pets up to 25 LBS

FEATURES 
• Car seat feature keeps your pets and everybody in the car safe during car rides
• Collapsible and folds flat for easy storage
• Quality, lightweight and durable materials with a sturdy frame that won’t squish your pets while traveling
• Gives more protection than a soft pet carrier when used as a car seat
• Provides more wiggle room and ventilation for your pet
• Four wheels for a smooth 360 degree ride
• A large back pocket with a zipper on the back that turns into an insert to attach onto the top of your
   luggage
• The zipper in the back hides a wheel covering that covers the two back wheels to protect your clothes 
   from getting dirty from the wheels when you carry it with the backpack feature
• A “Y” shaped car seat strap comes with the 5-in-1 Pet Carrier so you can attach it to the hook on the 
   bottom of the pet carrier and connect it to your car. (Similar to a baby car seat)
• Five pockets including a pocket for water, xix pockets if you use the large pocket in the back
• Four entryways with large mesh windows that generate breathable ventilation – two side doors and two 
   top windows
• A magnetic flap to give your pets privacy
• An option to roll up the two windows on the top so your pet can stick their head out

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety and stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• Relieves anxiety and stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Small dogs, cats, and other animals under 25 LBS
• Pets who are unable to sit in one spot in the car
• Pets who get car sick
• Pets who do not like or are unable to to walk long distance
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, hiking, shopping, etc.

Pink Camo
PC01010103

Army Camo
PC01020103

Sunset Strip
PC01040103

https://youtu.be/4e0h6HDnHCY
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The Lux Pet Carrier
Petique’s The Lux Pet Carrier is designed to be stylish and comfortable with soft, faux leather, creating a 
cushion for you and your pets. Even the thick mat inside with the patented pee pad insert creates a nice 
cushion for your pets to have the most enjoyable travel experiences. You can take The Lux Pet Carrier 
anywhere as it is approved by most airlines. It is built for privacy and comfort, while continuing to give your 
pets maximum airflow with our quality mesh windows. Whether you travel by car, plane, or train, you and 
your pets will feel like you’re in first class (if you aren’t already)!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 19”L X 11”W X 10.5”H
• Product Weight: 3.5 LB
• Supports pets up to 25 LBS

FEATURES 
• Three airways on each side for ventilation plus quality, durable mesh windows on the sides and on the
   top for optimal airflow
• One large storage pocket in the back that unzips on the bottom to secure onto the luggage
• One medium storage pocket in the front with a magnetic flap
• One medium storage pocket in the front that zips up
• Designed to create privacy and comfort
• High quality durable faux leather
• Removable patented pee pad insert mat for easy cleanup
• Collapsible and stores flat for easy storage
• Flexible yet sturdy
• Two toggles to fasten the flaps on the top
• Leash inside for safety
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Long comfortable carrying handles
• Securely goes on top of your luggage
• Three entryways
• Both sides unzip and opens all the way
• Top mesh unzips fully

BENEFITS 
• Pet car seat feature keeps your pets safe
• Relieves anxiety and stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• For pets who are unable to sit in one spot in the car
• For pets who get car sick
• Creates privacy for pets who get anxious or stressed while traveling
• For small dogs, cats, and other animals under 25 LBS
• For pets who do not like or are unable to walk long distance
• For pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• For parents who love to travel, shop, etc. with their pets

Lux
LC01010003

https://youtu.be/3-KNMmplhYY

Airline
Approved
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Capsule Pet Carrier
Petique’s Capsule Pet Carrier is designed for you to finally take your small animals out with you! With a 
water feeder included, you will be able to keep your small animals hydrated. The clear, well-ventilated 
air bubble gives them a clear view of the world as well as a clear window for you to engage with your 
pets. Enjoy creating new adventures with your small animals!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 7.5”L X 12”W X 7.5”H
• Product Weight: 0.8 LB
• Supports pets up to 5 LBS

FEATURES 
• Durable scratch and weather resistant material
• Flexible and durable material that holds its shape
• Fashionable semi-sphere windows for a clear view and ventilation
• Three entryways
• Two large zipper doors (one on each side)
• One small zipper door in the front
• Removable, washable, and reversible mat (one side for colder weather and the other side 
   for warmer weather)
• Top carrying handle
• Adjustable and detachable shoulder strap
• Soft spongy lining for your pets to feel comfortable
• Water bottle feeder included

BENEFITS 
• You get to finally take your small animal out with you
• Your small animals no longer have to be in the confines of their cage
• Great for taking your small animals from point A to point B (example: to the vet or your friend’s house)
• Keep your pets safe and comfortable while they are out with you

Capsule Pet Carrier
PC03010001
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Keep your furry friend snug at your side with Petique’s Sling Pet Carrier for dogs and cats. This 
adjustable pet carrier helps your hands stay free while bringing your buddy along everywhere you 
go. It has been designed for your comfort—the shoulder strap can be adjusted to fit any height and it 
features a thick pad to help protect your shoulder and relieve aches. It’s made from breathable and 
soft cotton material to help your pal stay comfy while they travel with you. This quality carrier helps 
you get out and about with your pal—in comfort and style!

Sling Pet Carrier

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 19”L x 8”W x 24”H
   • Inner dimensions: 18”L x 7”W x 10”H
   • Strap max. length: 31.5” 
   • Peekaboo window width: 5”
• Product Weight: 1.55 LB
• Supports pets up to 22 LBS

FEATURES 
• Large top opening to easily place your pet inside
• Large pocket with elastic band that fits standard size water bottles
• Patented pee pad insert inside for easy cleanups
• Peekaboo opening with mesh window for pets
• Reflective lining for safety
• Secure pocket with zipper
• Loops for more necessities

Sling Pet Carrier
1PC16200002

BENEFITS
• Hands-free design holds your pet safely and comfortably by your side with a
   sturdy over the-shoulder style
• Adjustable and thick padded strap to help prevent shoulder aches
• Folds flat for easy storage
• Sturdy board on bottom for support
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BENEFITS 
• Great for humans who would prefer to roll their pets instead of carrying them
• Relieves anxiety and stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Relieves anxiety and stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• For pets who do not like or are unable to walk long distance
• For pets whose paws need protection from the ground temperature
• For pets who are unable to sit in one spot in the car
• Small dogs, cats, and other animals under 20 LBS
• Great for camping and picnics
• Great to travel with
• For pets who get car sick

Petique’s Happy Camper Pet Carrier features a unique design that transforms from a pet carrier on 
wheels, providing a smooth 360-degree ride, to a well-ventilated house with four expandable sides! The 
spacious pet carrier helps reduce your pet’s stress and anxiety, giving them more space to stretch and 
feel comfortable. With four extendable mesh sides, pets can move around freely, broaden their view, and 
experience increased air circulation while staying protected inside. Traveling with your pets has never 
been more convenient! The Happy Camper Pet Carrier offers three essential carrying options for your paw-
tner: the rolling pet carrier, traditional pet carrier, and top-handle pet carrier.

Happy Camper Pet Carrier

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 18.5”L X 10.5”W X 12” H
• Product Weight: 6.75 LBS
• Supports pets up to 20 LBS

FEATURES 
• Expands on all four sides to create four times the room for your pets
• A zipper door on each of the larger expendable meshes
• Durable mesh for quality airflow
• Soft faux-Sherpa mat for comfort
• Removable and machine washable
• 3 essential carrying options
• Top handle
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Telescopic handle
• Four durable 360 degree rotating wheels for a smooth ride and easy maneuverability
• Carrier approved by most airlines
• Folds and stores flat for convenience
• Pet carrier that transforms into a [pet house
• Removable wheels and base

Happy Camper 
Pet Carrier
PC07010003

https://youtu.be/cl3cJwE6yaw
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BENEFITS 
• Perfectly weighted for your pets to feel secure, cozy, and comfortable
• The fluffiness helps reduce stress and anxiety
• Acts as a security blanket for your pets to feel safe
• Helps keep your furry friend’s hair away from furniture and upholstery

Petique’s Velvet Blanky Pet Blanket puts the “security” in security blanket. The super soft and fluffy material 
provides a sense of security for your pets. The super soft material makes everybody want to get cozy under 
the Velvet Blanky, leading to a cuddle session with your pets! You will want one for every room in the house!

Velvet Blanky Pet Blanket

FEATURES 
• Cute raised paw print design 
• Double-sided ultra soft and cozy material
• Hypoallergenic - meets ASTM chemical standard for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals

Small
PB02801000

Large
PB01801000

DIMENSIONS 
Small:
• Product Size: 40”L X 40”W
• Product Weight: 1.10 LB

Large:
• Product Size: 60”L X 57”W
• Product Weight: 3 LBS
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BENEFITS 
• For pets whose bed keeps going flat
• Pets who feel stressed or anxious
• Your pets will feel so comfortable in the bed, they won’t want to leave
• For pets to feel safe and calm
• This bed will make your pets so happy, they will be sleeping on their back
• For pets who have a hard time sleeping
• For pets in a new environment
• For pets who are at a boarding facility and need something that feels like a home away from home

Petique’s Golden Waves Pet Bed has a luxurious design to make your dogs and cats feel like they’re on 
cloud nine. The Angel Hair Fiber stuffing is carefully selected to help the pillow remain fluffy after each use 
and wash. All anxiety and stress melt away in the comfort of our beds. Handmade with love and care, 
each panel is individually sewn together with suede and satin to deliver an elegant look and feel.

Golden Waves Pet Bed

DIMENSIONS 
Small:
• Product Size: 23”L X 21”W X 5”H
• Product Weight: 3 LBS
• Supports pets up to 20 LBS

Medium:
• Product Size: 32”L X 22”W X 7”H
• Product Weight: 5.5 LBS
• Supports pets up to 50 LBS

FEATURES 
• Elevated sides provides a place for your pets to securely snuggle in as well as a place to rest their heads
• Angel Hair Fiber - High quality stuffing used in luxury pillows
• Angel Hair Fiber is carefully selected to prevent the pillow from losing its fluff after each use and wash
• Individually sewn suede and satin panels for an elegant look and feel
• Ultra soft fleece comfort cover
• Anti-skid bottom
• Hypoallergenic

Small
BD01700004
Medium
BD01700005

https://youtu.be/nRHTU2te3Q8
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BENEFITS 
• Great for pets who are very active and need to rest their joints
• Elderly pets who suffer from arthritis, hip dysplasia, and other joint issues
• Great for thin breeds like greyhounds and whippets who are naturally skinny and have prominent bones
• Great preventive measure to keep your pet’s joints healthy
• Pets who have a hard time sleeping because their joints hurt
• Pets who tend to overheat

Petique’s Orthopedic Bamboo Memory Foam Pet Bed helps improve your pet’s overall health, joints, and 
mobility. The additional egg crate foam layer promotes air circulation under your pet’s body and evenly 
distributes their weight. The hypoallergenic and antibacterial bamboo cover keeps your pet nice and 
cool throughout the day. It prevents pets from overheating in the summer and maintains the perfect 
temperature during the winter. This leaves your pet extremely comfortable and happy. Your pet’s entire 
body and soul will ‘thank you.’

Bamboo Memory Foam Pet Bed

Bamboo Cover FEATURES
• Hypoallergenic
• Sustainable
• Anti-bacterial
• Does not stain
• Breathable and soft for a comfortable, good night’s sleep
• Resistant to odor, mold, mildew & bacteria
• Easy to clean - stain resistant and machine washable
• Helps regulate your pet’s body temperature in any weather

Orthopedic Memory Foam FEATURES
• Egg crate layer provides support, better weight distribution and proper air circulation
• Ability to alleviate aches, pains, and joints
• Cushions pressure points

DIMENSIONS FOR BOTH BAMBOO & 
HEMP COVERS 
Small:
• 30”L X 20”W X 4”H
• Product Weight: 3 LBS
• Supports pets up to 30 LBS

Large/X-large:
• 44”L X 27”W X 6”H
• Product Weight: 8 LBS
• Supports pets up to 100 LBS

Medium:
• 36”L X 23”W X 6”H
• Product Weight: 6 LBS
• Supports pets up to 60 lbs

Small
MM01900004
Medium
MM01900005
Large
MM01900006

Bamboo Memory Foam Pet Bed
with Hemp Cover

Hemp Cover FEATURES
• 100% Hemp
• Non-toxic
• Sustainable
• Odor-resistant
• Strongest and most durable of all 
   natural textile fabric
• Naturally resistant to mold
• Helps fight the growth and spread
   of bacteria
• Great for the environment

Petique’s Orthopedic Bamboo Memory Foam Pet Bed includes an antibacterial 
bamboo cover and a sustainable hemp cover. This combination helps improve 
your pet’s overall health, joints, and mobility. The additional egg crate foam layer 
promotes air circulation under your pet’s body and evenly distributes their weight.

Small
MC00020003
Medium
MC00020004
Large
MC00020005
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Anchor’s Away Pet Bed
Petique’s Anchor’s Away Pet Bed was designed to help your pets relieve stress and feel more secure, 
providing them with a deeply comfortable sleep. The Angel Hair Fiber stuffing is carefully selected to 
maintain the bed’s fluffiness and prevent it from becoming flat. The ultra-soft fleece material recreates 
the softness of clouds and the bed’s fluffiness, alleviating anxiety and stress as your pets find their 
favorite spot to settle in. On a hot day, the covers are reversible to keep your pets cool, happy, and 
comfortable.

DIMENSIONS 
Small
• Product Size: 22”L X 19”W X 6”H
• Product Weight: 3 LBS
• Support pets up to 20 LBS

Medium
• Product Size: 23”L X 22”W X 7”H
• Product Weight: 5 LBS
• Support pets up to 50 LBS

FEATURES 
• Removable and machine washable ultra soft fleece covers (machine wash in a laundry bag)
• Reversible covers for hot or cool days to provide comfort for your pets no matter the season
• Anti-skid bottom
• Elevated sides provide a place for your pets to securely snuggle in as well as a place to rest 
   their heads
• Charming anchor print for those who love the ocean, the beach, and good vibes
• Angel Hair Fiber - High quality stuffing used in luxury pillows
• Angel Hair Fiber stuffing is carefully selected to prevent the pillow from losing its fluff after each use
   and wash
• Hypoallergenic

BENEFITS 
• For pets whose bed keeps going flat
• For dogs, cats, and other animals
• Pets who feel stressed or anxious, will snuggle between the sides and the pillow to feel more secure
• Your pets will feel so comfortable in the bed, they won’t want to leave
• For pets who do not like sharing, this bed will bring pets together. It’s so comfortable, pets are willing to 
   share the same bed
• For pets to feel safe and calm
• This bed will make your pets so happy, they will be sleeping on their back!
• For pets who have a hard time sleeping
• For pets in a new environment
• For pets who are at a boarding facility and need something that feels like a home away from home

Small
BD02502004
Medium
BD02502005
Large
BD02502006

https://youtu.be/JX7xpO5qpIE

Large
• Product Size: 45”L X 30”W X 10”H
• Product Weight: 11.5 LBS
• Support pets up to 90 LBS
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Bedside Lounge Pet Bed
Petique’s Bedside Lounge Pet Bed is our top-selling bed for your dogs, cats, and other animals! It’s a two-
level pet bed where the bottom level creates a natural den environment for pets to feel in their element, 
and the top level allows your pets to be right next to you! The Bedside Lounge Pet Bed comes with two 
mattresses that provide extra comfort and a raised platform creating nice airflow under your pets for an 
elevated and comfortable lounging experience. It is the perfect bed for one pet or multiple pets to sleep, 
play, and lounge!

DIMENSIONS
• Product Size: 33.5”L X 22.5”W X 29”H
   • 25”H from the floor to the top level
   • 6”H from the floor to the bottom level
• Product Weight: 22 LBS
• Supports pets up to 100 LBS

FEATURES 
• Two-level pet bed:
   • Bottom level provides the feeling of security with its den-like environment, reducing anxiety and stress
   • Top level allows your pets to comfortably sleep in their own space while being next to you on the same level,    
      where they can see you
• Two mattresses included
• Removable and machine washable covers
• Sturdy support panels for great weight support and easy cleaning in case of accidents
• Three zippered doors with ventilated mesh windows
   • Open one zipper door to imitate a comfortable natural habitat your pets are accustomed to
   • Open all three zipper doors so your pets can have fun running in and out 
   • Close all three zipper doors to create a comfortable kennel experience for your pets to relax
• Two side pockets for storing small items (example: treats, leashes, grooming supplies, and even your
   remote if it’s by the TV)
• Four wheels with brakes
• Travel-friendly (comes with a FREE travel tote)

BENEFITS 
• For your significant other who doesn’t want your pets on the bed
• When the bed gets too crowded and you need more space for you and your pet(s)
• For multiple pets 
• For pets who are elderly, disabled, or have gone through surgery
• Less fur on your furniture
• Create a better night’s sleep for you and your pets because you won’t have to worry about squishing 
   them in your sleep
• Keep your pets comfortably contained in the lower level
• The lower level acts as a very comfortable crate for your pets

Zebra Vibes
BD01700104

Lion’s Den
BD01300104

https://youtu.be/9j1IC4HqZkY
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BENEFITS 
• Great for pets who love to curl up and snuggle in their bed when they sleep
• For pets whose bed keeps going flat
• For pets who are at a boarding facility and need something that feels like a home away from home
• For small dogs, cats, bunnies and other animals. 
• For pets who feel stressed or anxious, will snuggle between the sides and the pillow to feel more secure
• For pets to feel safe and calm

Petique’s Reversible Round Pet Beds are handmade with carefully selected limited edition designs and 
stuffed with the best quality stuffing you can give your pets: angel hair fiber. When you wash and dry the 
bed, it gets fluffier! Your pets will absolutely love snuggling up in this bed because the shape of it makes 
them feel safe, secure and comfortable!

Reversible Round Pet Bed

DIMENSIONS 
X-Small:
• Product Size: 15”L X 12.50”W X 6.62”H
• Product Weight: 1 LB
• Supports pets up to 10 LBS

FEATURES 
• Ultra soft fabric with Angel Hair Fiber - a super plush, high quality stuffing used in luxury pillows
• Angel Hair Fiber stuffing is carefully selected to prevent the mat from losing its fluff after each use and
   wash
• No more flat beds!
• Nest-like walls surround pets to promote feelings of security
• Comfortable and snuggly material that’s perfect for pets who like to curl up
• Breathable cotton
• Reversible and cozy
• Cooling cotton side to provide comfort on hot days
• Soft velvety side to keep your pets warmth and cozy on cold days

X-Small
PB02110002

Small
PB02110003

PB02070003

Small:
• Product Size: 17”L X 19”W X 6.43”H
• Product Weight: 1.25 LB
• Supports pets up to 15 LBS

Shiba Inu

Charcoal - Small
PB02030003
Purple Cat - Small

Limited
Edition!
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Hide and Seek Sleep & Play Mat
Petique’s Hide and Seek Play Mat is designed for your cats, bunnies, and other small animals to play, nap 
and have the most fun and cozy experience! It is built to imitate their natural habitat where they can feel 
secure, snuggle and hide, or exert their energy by preying and pouncing on their toys or their furiends!

DIMENSIONS 
Large
• Product Size: 28.35”L x 28.35”W x 7.09”H
• Product Weight: 2.05 LBS
• Supports pets up to 25 LBS

FEATURES 
• Tunnel provides security for cats to play, nestle, and cuddle in
• High quality stuffing used in luxury pillows
• Angel Hair Fiber stuffing is carefully selected to prevent the pillow from losing its fluff
• Imitates a pet’s natural habitat where pets can hide and play
• Mat Filled with Angel Hair Fiber
• Non Skid Bottom
• Durable fabric to resist scratching
• Keeps pets busy
• Patent Pending
• Self-engaging

BENEFITS 
• Provides a comfortable environment for your pets to play, cuddle and lounge in
• Designed with a tunnel where your pets love to snuggle, play hide and seek, or run around in
• Helps pets feel secure
• Creates interactive fun with your pets when you play with them
• Helps cats exert excess energy by moving wands through the tunnels for them to catch and release

https://youtu.be/HZ-9VlsY48s

Large
MT01010205
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Sherruff Pug
BD07160000

Frenchies
in Pink
BD07130000

Shiba Inu
BD07180000

Teal Kittens
BD07110000

Frenchies
in Blue
BD07120000

Frenchies in Pink
BD07130000

DIMENSIONS
• Product Size: 20.5”L X 15”W X 2”H
• Product Weight: 0.64 LB
• Supports pets up to 10 LBS

Comfy Mat Pet Bed

BENEFITS 
• If your pets love laying on your bed or pillow, they will love the Comfy Mat Pet Bed
• For pets whose bed keeps going flat
• For pets who are at a boarding facility and need something that feels like a home 
   away from home
• For small dogs, cats, bunnies and other animals

Petique’s Comfy Mat Pet Bed is handmade with cute, carefully selected limited edition designs and 
stuffed with the best quality stuffing you can give your pets: angel hair fiber. When you wash and dry 
the bed, it gets fluffier! 

FEATURES 
• Breathable cotton
• Great for crates
• Reversible
• Angel Hair Fiber - High quality stuffing used in luxury pillows
• Angel Hair Fiber stuffing is carefully selected to prevent the mat from losing its fluff after each use and wash
• Cooling cotton side to provide comfort on hot days
• Soft velvety side to keep your pets warm and cozy on cold days
• No more flat pet beds for your pets
• Handmade, decorative stitching to prevent the fill from shifting 
• Perfect for traveling

Limited
Edition!

Limited
Edition!

Blue Cat
BD07170000
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Feline Chateau Cat House
Petique’s Feline Chateau Cat House is a tall, four-level scratch house, perfect for your feline friends to 
groom their claws, play, and lounge! The cat house is designed to help your cats feel like they’re in 
their natural element. It consists of five scratch boards that are crafted to address your cats’ natural 
tendencies, helping reduce stress and anxiety. It’s sustainable, made of compressed, recycled 
cardboard, and sturdy enough to accommodate several cats. As if that’s not PAWsitively amazing, 
did we mention it’s non-toxic and easy to build? Your feline companion will be purring with satisfaction.

Our cardboard and paper products are responsibly sourced from a Forest Stewardship Council 
accredited supplier, ensuring the least negative impact on our environment. They undergo testing by 
reliable and reputable labs like SGS and ITS. We uphold our products to the highest standards and use 
premium materials.

FEATURES 
• 100% eco-friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Non-toxic and completely safe if your cats accidentally ingest it
• Easy assembly - No tools required
• Sustainable
• Compostable
• Biodegradable
• Lightweight and extremely sturdy
• Big enough to accommodate multiple cats and other small animals
• Cardboard is recycled and compressed to form strong panels
• 5 scratchboards
• Four levels to accommodate multiple pets

BENEFITS 
• Cats scratch because it’s part of their natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, and
   marking their territory
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps protect your furniture because they have a scratch house as an alternative
• 100% eco-friendly and non-toxic materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Helps exert excess energy
• Helps reduces stress/anxiety and helps them relax
• Fun for bunnies

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 28.74”L X 21.25”W X 43”H
• Product Weight: 15.6 LBS
• Supports pets up to 30 LBS

Feline Chateau
CH03010200

https://youtu.be/ukJZ4hNTi8A
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BENEFITS 
• Cats scratch because it’s part of their natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, 
   and marking their territory
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps protect your furniture because they have a scratch house as an alternative
• 100% eco-friendly and non-toxic materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Helps exert excess energy
• Helps reduces stress/anxiety and helps them relax
• Fun for bunnies too!

Petique’s Feline Penthouse Cat House is our top-selling cat house designed to be safe for your pets 
and our planet! Your feline friends will enjoy lounging on the roof or getting cozy on the first and second 
floors. Our cardboard pet houses reduce stress and anxiety, which is why cats are naturally drawn to 
our eco-friendly options. They are sustainable, super lightweight, sturdy, and with multiple scratch boards 
inside and out, your feline friends will be clawing for more! They’ll feel like the next Great Catsby in their 
very own Penthouse!

Our cardboard and paper products are responsibly sourced from a Forest Stewardship Council accredited 
supplier, ensuring the least negative impact on our environment. They undergo testing by reliable and 
reputable labs like SGS and ITS. We uphold our products to the highest standards and use premium 
materials.

FEATURES 
• 100% eco-friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Three levels to accommodate multiple cats
• Scratchboards inside and all around the house
• Very sturdy and easy to build
• Sustainable
• Non-toxic and completely safe if accidentally injested
• Easy to move around compared to the ones made of wood
• Big enough to accommodate several cats, small dogs, bunnies, and other small animals
• Cardboard is recycled and compressed to form strong panels
• Compostable
• Sustainable
• Biodegradable
• Cats absolutely love the roof and will even fight for it

Feline Penthouse Cat House

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 20”L X 12”W X 28”H
• Product Weight: 9.5 LBS
• Supports pets up to 30 LBS

Feline Penthouse
CH02010200

https://youtu.be/nl4jh-PZzwg
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FEATURES 
• 100% eco-friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Three levels to accommodate multiple cats
• Includes multiple scratch boards inside and outside the house
• Very sturdy and easy to build
• Sustainable
• Non-toxic  and completely safe if your cats accidentally ingest it
• Easy to move around compared to the ones made of wood
• Big enough to accommodate several cats, small dogs, bunnies, and other small animals
• Compostable
• Biodegradable

BENEFITS 
• Cats scratch because it’s part of their natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, and 
   marking their territory
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps protect your furniture because they have a scratch house as an alternative
• 100% eco-friendly and non-toxic materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Helps exert excess energy
• Helps reduces stress/anxiety and helps them relax
• Fun for bunnies too!

Feline Villa Cat House
“Petique’s Feline Villa Cat House is the perfect vacation home for cats who fancy some alone time. The 
Feline Villa was designed to emphasize your cat’s personal space and help reduce stress and anxiety. 
Keeping the material in its neutral, non-toxic color serves to keep harsh chemicals away from your pets. 
With two secluded levels and two sunbathing roofs, your cats will have a hard time choosing whether they 
want to scratch, stretch, or sleep.

The Feline Villa Cat House is made of sustainable materials to protect your pets and the planet while 
allowing your cats to relieve their excess energy and natural tendencies, such as grooming their claws 
and relieving their aggression. It features three durable levels, multiple scratchboards, and various 
compartments to accommodate multiple pets.

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 27.17”L X 22.83“W X 27.17”H
• Product Weight: 13.12 LBS 
• Supports pets up to 35 LBS

Feline Villa
CH08010200

https://youtu.be/S6KN351s43E
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BENEFITS 
• Cats scratch because it’s part of their natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, and
   marking their territory
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps protect your furniture because they have a scratch house as an alternative
• 100% eco-friendly and non-toxic materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Helps exert excess energy
• Helps reduces stress/anxiety and helps them relax
• Fun for bunnies too!

Petique’s Feline Fortress Cat House is designed to help your cats feel like they’re in their natural element, 
with four boxes joined together to create a space where your cats will feel the safest and have the most 
fun! It comes with seven reversible scratch boards designed to address your cats’ natural tendencies and 
help reduce stress and anxiety. Sustainable and made of compressed, recycled cardboard, it’s strong 
enough to accommodate several cats. We’re not kitten you! We know cats love boxes. The Feline Fortress 
Cat House has a space-saving shape to fit into any corner of the house! Your pets will have a blast lounging 
and playing in our sustainable Feline Fortress Cat House! It’s simply MEOW-velous.

Our cardboard and paper products are responsibly sourced from a Forest Stewardship Council accredited 
supplier, ensuring the least negative impact on our environment. They undergo testing by reliable and 
reputable labs like SGS and ITS. We uphold our products to the highest standards and use premium 
materials.

FEATURES 
• New Style: Cat shaped entrances and fish shaped handles
• 100% eco-friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• 7 reversible scratchboard: When they are done scratching one side, you can flip it over and they can 
   scratch the other side
• Light and sturdy
• Easy to build: No tools needed
• Sustainable
• Biodegradable
• Compostable
• Non-toxic and completely safe if your cats accidentally ingest it
• Easy to move around compared to the ones made of wood
• Big enough to accommodate several cats, small dogs, and bunnies
• Cardboard is recycled and compressed to form strong panels

Feline Fortress Cat House

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 26.75”L X 26.75”W X 26.75”H
• Product Weight: 13.82 LBS
• Supports pets up to 30 LBS

Feline Fortress
CH04010200

https://youtu.be/bMT7spcdf98
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BENEFITS 
• Cats scratch because it’s part of their natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, and 
   marking their territory
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps protect your furniture because they have a scratch house as an alternative
• Also fun for bunnies other small animals too
• 100% eco-friendly and non-toxic materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Helps exert excess energy
• Helps reduces stress/anxiety and helps them relax
• If you have multiple pets, each pet loves lounging in their own floor

Petique’s London Bridge Cat House is a fun cat house with two towers and a large scratchboard bridge 
to travel from one tower to the other! It is extremely light and durable, with multiple scratchboards for your 
cats to lounge around and groom their claws. This non-toxic and environmentally friendly cardboard pet 
house is designed to help relieve your pet’s natural tendencies, reduce stress, and alleviate anxiety. Cats, 
bunnies, and other small animals with claws are naturally drawn to our sustainable London Bridge Cat 
House. Your Meowjesty will love prowling from tower to tower in this exciting castle.

Our cardboard and paper products are responsibly sourced from a Forest Stewardship Council accredited 
supplier, ensuring the least negative impact on our environment. They undergo testing by reliable and 
reputable labs like SGS and ITS. We uphold our products to the highest standards and use premium 
materials.

FEATURES 
• 100% non-toxic and sustainable materials to help protect your pets and the planet
• Completely safe if accidentally ingested
• Completely safe to play in
• Light and sturdy cardboard that is recycled and compressed to form strong panels
• Easy to build - No tools needed
• Compostable
• Environmentally friendly 
• Biodegradable
• Three levels to accommodate multiple cats
• Multiple scratch boards

London Bridge Cat House

London Bridge
CH06010200

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 59.5”L X 18”W X 32.88”H
• Product Weight: 16.94 LBS
• Supports pets up to 35 LBS

https://youtu.be/thqmGuuFqRM
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BENEFITS 
• An alternate method for your cats to groom their claws
• Sticks on the corners of the wall for your cats to nibble, claw, and rub their body on when they mark 
   their territory
• Relieves natural tendencies like grooming their claws and aggression
• Safe for your cats if accidentally ingested
• Stack the kitty corners on top of each other so your cats can stand and stretch their bodies as they 
   groom their claws.
• Helps prevent your furniture from getting clawed
• Attaches to the corners of your furniture, walls, bed, etc.

Petique’s Kitty Corner Cat Scratching Post is your furniture savior! You’ll get two cat scratchers designed to 
help safeguard your furniture against your scratch-happy cats. Don’t discourage scratching—redirect it! 
Encourage healthy scratching behavior for cats and kittens while protecting your valuable possessions. For 
cat owners who don’t have room for a scratching post, the Kitty Corner Cat Scratching Post is our enticing 
alternative solution. Simply attach the cat scratcher to any corner of your furniture and watch them go!

Most cat scratchers are thrown away into the garbage after use, and only some will go to recycling. But if 
there is a compost option, this product can go straight to the compost pile and back to the earth without 
releasing any toxins. It is very safe for the environment, animals, and humans.

FEATURES 
• 100% eco-friendly, sustainable and compostable materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Non-toxic material safe for your pets and the household
• Double stick foam tape included for easy installation (Use other forms of attachments for your Kitty 
   Corner depending on the material you are attaching your Kitty Corner to)
• Durable, long lasting cardboard material
• Patented

Kitty Corner Cat Scratcher

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 5.12”L X 5.12”W X 17.72”H
• Product Weight:  2.3 LBS (2 pcs), 1.21 LB (1pc)

Kitty Corner 
SB08010200

https://youtu.be/Ru1cz86GALk
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Cat Scratch Board
Petique’s long-lasting Scratch Boards are safe, non-toxic, and fun. Let’s get scratchin’! Our patented 
scratch boards can save you money and reduce waste for both you and our environment. The long-
lasting reversible panels in our scratch boards extend the product’s life, making this scratch board 
environmentally friendly and very cost-effective.

Most scratch boards are thrown away into the garbage after use, and only some will be recycled. 
However, if there is a compost option, this product can go straight to the compost pile and back to the 
earth without releasing any toxins. It is very safe for the environment and for animals and humans.

Our cardboard and paper products are responsibly sourced from a Forest Stewardship Council accredited 
supplier, ensuring the least negative impact on our environment. They undergo testing by reliable and 
reputable labs like SGS and ITS. We uphold our products to the highest standards and use premium 
materials.

FEATURES 
• Sustainable
• 100% eco-friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Non-toxic
• Light and sturdy
• Reversible scratch panels to make the scratch board last longer and reduce waste
• Compostable
• Biodegradable
• Patented

BENEFITS 
• Cats scratch because it’s part of their natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, and
   marking their territory
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps protect your furniture because they have a scratch house as an alternative
• Helps your cats exert excess energy they have pent up
• Relieves your cats natural tendencies like grooming their claws and aggression
• Great for bunnies and other animals that like to claw or nibble
• Completely safe if accidentally ingested

GHOST AND CHRISTMAS BOARD DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 15.16”L x 10.39”W x 1.22”H
• Product Weight: 1.09 LB

Christmas Board
SB03000200

Ghost Board
SB04000200
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Long-Lasting Reversible Scratch Board
Petique Long-Lasting Scratch Board is sustainable, non-toxic, and fun! Your cats will absolutely love 
grooming their claws and fulfilling their natural tendencies on our patented Long-Lasting Scratch Board 
instead of your furniture! This patented scratch board saves you money and benefits our environment. 
It consists of individual scratch panels that you can take out to rearrange and reverse, extending the 
product’s life and making this board very cost-effective and long-lasting!

Most scratch boards are thrown away into the garbage after use, and only some will be recycled. 
However, if there is a compost option, this product can go straight to the compost pile and back to the 
earth without releasing any toxins. It is very safe for the environment and for animals and humans.

Our cardboard and paper products are responsibly sourced from a Forest Stewardship Council accredited 
supplier, ensuring the least negative impact on our environment. They undergo testing by reliable and 
reputable labs like SGS and ITS. We uphold our products to the highest standards and use premium 
materials.

FEATURES 
• 100% eco-friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Food grade cardboard and non-toxic
• Completely safe if accidentally ingested
• No harmful chemicals
• Light and sturdy
• Plant based glue that attracts cats
• Reversible scratch panels to reduce waste and help the scratch board last longer
• Compostable
• Sustainable
• Biodegradable
• Patented

BENEFITS 
• Cats relieve their natural tendencies like grooming their claws and marking their territory
• Cats scratch to keep their muscles, joints and tendons healthy
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps cats exert excess energy
• Relieves your cats natural tendencies like grooming their claws and aggression
• Great for bunnies and other animals that like to claw or nibble
• Completely safe if accidentally ingested

DIMENSIONS
• Product Size: 16”L X 12”W X 1.5”H
• Product Weight: 1.95 LB

Long-lasting Reversible
Scratch Board
SB00000020
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Petique Pal Pet Toys
Petique Pals are the perfect toys for pets who love to fetch, cuddle and build long lasting friendships. These 
non-toxic toys are not only safe, they can help reduce pent up energy, stress and anxiety in your pets. Your 
pet’s can find their favorite squeaker in every Petique Pal!

FEATURES 
• FUN: squeaker inside each toy
• DURABLE: Made of sturdy material
• BUILT TOUGH: For chewing, playing & fetching activities
• SAFETY: Made with non-toxic material to ensure safe play for your pet
• A variety of textures
• CE Certified

BENEFITS 
• Dogs that love to chew
• For pets that love to play with frisbee
• For pets that are teething 
• Dogs that love to play with balls
• Pets that love squeakers
• Rope toys help massage your dog’s gums
• Rope toys help remove food particles that get stuck in their teeth, which reduces harmful bacteria

STYLES:

Calvin the Crocodile
TY02010000

Elvie the Elephant
TY02030000

Hippy the Hippo
TY02020000

Crawford the Crab
TY04010000

Tangy the Blue Tang
TY04020000

Bubbles the Penguin
TY02040000

9.45”L X 8.66”W X 3.15”H
Product Weight: 0.42 LB

7.87”L X 7.87”W
Product Weight: 0.22 LB

7.87”L X 7.87”W
Product Weight: 0.22 LB

9.45”L X 5.12”W X 3.15”H
Product Weight: 0.36 LB

9.45”L X 5.12”W X 3.15”H
Product Weight: 0.36 LB

9.45”L X 5.12”W X 3.15”H
Product Weight: 0.36 LB

https://youtu.be/WEfva-kC6Rg
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Snuffle Mat Puzzle Pad
Petique’s Snuffle Mat Puzzle Pads are designed to help your dog’s nose work and promote mental and 
physical stimulation as they look for their favorite treats! It challenges your pet’s sense of smell by imitating 
the act of hunting for food. Simply hide their favorite treats under the folds of the colorful fabrics and watch 
your pets put their nose and brain to work! It’s great for pets of any age and it helps relieve excess energy 
as well as keep them busy and engaged.

FEATURES 
• Many different and fun, colorful felt materials to hide treats underneath
• The Hot Air Balloon basket is a pocket
• Interactive and engaging
• Fun
• Easy to clean

BENEFITS 
• Great for pets who have so much energy they start showing destructive behavior like destroying the 
   couch, digging, etc.
• Helps prevent destructive behavior
• Great for pets to practice their nose work
• Relieves excess energy, which is very helpful for hyper pets
• Provides the same amount of mental and physical stimulation as a walk around the block
• Keeps your pets busy while you work 
• Encourages natural foraging skills and satisfies intellectual curiosity 
• Imitates the act of hunting for food

DIMENSIONS 

Hedgehog
SM04310000

Fish
SM01010000

Tropical 
Hot Air Balloon
SM03020000

Paradise
Hot Air Balloon
SM03010000

https://youtu.be/ENhLwcIiW9M

Tropical Hot Air Balloon 
• Product Size: 27.33”L X 24”W
• Product Weight: 0.5 LB

Paradise Hot Air Balloon 
• Product Size: 27.33”L X 24”W
• Product Weight: 0.5 LB

Fish
• Product Size: 27.373”L X 19.5”W
• Product Weight: 0.5 LB

Hedgehog
• Product Size: 23.25”L X 18”W
• Product Weight: 0.5 LB
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BENEFITS 
• Helps your pets eat slower
• Stimulates your pet’s brain as they roll the ball around and paw for treats
• Keeps your pets busy while you work
• Keeps your pets more active when they are chasing and rolling the ball
• Creates a great bonding experience between human and pet

Petique’s Paw Me! Treat Balls are perfect for dogs, cats, and other animals that love to play! They are 
squishy and durable round balls that keep your pets active and engaged as they try to get their delicious 
treats out! With a hint of vanilla scent, your pets will find Petique’s Paw Me! Treat Ball irresistible! Our treat 
balls are safe, fun and interactive. Keeping your pets entertained and healthy with unlimited playtime!

FEATURES 
• FUN & BUILT FOR ENGAGEMENT
• Squishy design allows big dogs to bite down on the Treat ball
• Round design enables effortless rolling when nudged by your pet’s nose or paws, 
   as well as when tossed for interactive play
• Keeps your pets busy, active, and healthy
• Light vanilla scent to attract your pets
• SAFETY: BPA free and safe for your pets to put in their mouth
• Meets FDA standards

Paw Me! Treat Ball Dispenser

DIMENSIONS
• Product Size: 5”L X 5”W X 5”H
• Product Weight: 0.55 LB

Pink 
TY01500016

Blue 
TY01500015

https://youtu.be/QfgFss9_YDw
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Durable Rope 
and Chew 
TY26010100

Tough Hemp 
Rattlesnake 
TY25010100

Elephant Twist 
TY20010104

Tough Hemp 
Monkey
TY21020104

Cute Chunky 
Monkey 
TY22010104

Cute Chunky 
Elephant 
TY22020104Tough Hemp 

Elephant
TY21010104

Monkey Twist 
TY20020104

Hula Hemp 
Rope-Koala 
TY23020103

Hula Hemp 
Rope-Lion 
TY23010103

BENEFITS 
• For pets who love to chew
• For pets who love to play
• Hemp is safe if accidentally ingested
• Pets that love to chew on ropes
• Pets that love squeakers
• Rope toys help massage your dog’s gums
• Rope toys help remove food particles that get stuck in their teeth, which reduces harmful bacteria

Petique’s Hemp Toys are eco-friendly, cute and fun! Did you know hemp is the most durable of all natural 
textile fabric? It is naturally resistant to mold and fights the growth and spread of bacteria. Also, great for 
the health and the environment. Our Hemp Toys are the perfect toys for your pets!

FEATURES 
• Squeaker inside and hemp rope for chewing (excluding the durable rope and chew)
• Mentally and Physically stimulates your pets when they play
• BUILT TOUGH: Sturdy and tough hemp rope for chewing, playing & fetching activities
• SAFETY: Made with non-toxic material and durable hemp
• CLEANING: The coarseness of the hemp helps clean your dog’s teeth
• A variety of textures
• CE Certified

Eco-Hemp Pet Toys

STYLES:

Tough Ball Python 
TY24010100

11”L X 8”W
Product Weight: 0.25 LB

9”L X 9.5”W
Product Weight: 0.25 LB

10”L X 8.5”W
Product Weight: 0.25 LB 8.5”L X 6”W

Product Weight: 0.25 LB

13”L X 4”W
Product Weight: 0.3 LB

16.5”L X 2.5”W
Product Weight: 0.3 LB

13”L X 4”W
Product Weight: 0.3 LB

8.5”L X 6”W
Product Weight: 0.25 LB

11”L X 8”W
Product Weight: 0.25 LB

18.5”L X 4.25”W 
Product Weight: 0.45 LB

36”L X 4.5”W
Product Weight: 0.95 LB

https://youtu.be/gonZrG42Zdk

Mini Hemp Pet Toys

Mini Hemp Twist 
Monkey & Elephant

TY20210001
Monkey: 6.5”L X 7”W
Elephant: 7”L X 6.5”W

Mini Tough Hemp 
Monkey & Elepehant

TY21210001
Monkey: 6.25”L X 3.75”W

Elephant: 6.5”L X 5”W

Mini Hula Hemp
Twist Koala & Bunny

TY27210001
Koala: 5.75”L X 4.25”W 

Bunny: 8”L X 7.25”W

Mini Hemp Chunky
Monkey & Elephant 

TY22210001
Monkey: 2.75”L X 6.5”W

Elephant: 2.75”L X 6.5” W

Mini Flying Hemp 
Monkey & Lion

TY28210001
Monkey: 7.25”L X 6.25”W 

Lion: 7.25”L X 6.25”W
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BENEFITS 
• Great for traveling
• Feeds and quenches thirst for multiple pets at a time
• Wide and deep enough to accommodate small to large pets
• Adjustable bowls that are great for dogs, cats, bunnies, turtles, and other animals
• Convenient bag to store bowls, so you know where they are at all times
• Space saving

Petique’s Portabowl Water and Food Bowl is travel ready with its dual collapsible bowls and compact 
storage design that’s easily washable and ready to use by pets of any shapes and sizes. Whether you’re 
going on a hike or off to brunch, you can effortlessly provide meals to your pets anywhere you go. Its 
double bowl design works as a full meal with food and water or feeding two furry friends at the same time. 
Durable and reusable, our foldable bowls can be painlessly detached and rinsed, wiped clean or placed 
in the dishwasher after each use. If you have an eager eater, the bowls won’t tip over due to the extra 
weight at the bottom. The bowls are adjustable according to your pet’s size and face shape.

FEATURES 
• FDA approved
• Non-toxic pet safe materials
• Convenient carrying case that zips up, so you won’t lose your bowls
• Collapsible and flexible bowls that snap on and off
• Wrist handle to attached to your stroller, backpack, etc.
• Clip onto your belongings
• Full Capacity - Holds up to 26 OZ (700 ml)
• Second Level - Holds up to 24 OZ (650 ml)
• First Level - Holds up to 13 OZ (360 ml)

Portabowl Water and Food Bowl

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 5”L X 3”W
• Product Weight: 1.3 LB

Gray 
PD02020000

Blue 
PD02010000

https://youtu.be/O35b1Wgx7cg
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BENEFITS 
• The boar’s hair helps remove food that get stuck in your pets teeth
• Great for pets who eat wet food
• Great for pets who need to start getting their teeth brushed
• Brushing your pet’s teeth on a daily basis will help them get into the habit of getting their teeth brushed 
   and they will start to expect it and enjoy it
• Brushing three times a week is the minimum recommendation to remove plaque and and prevent 
   tartar accumulation
• Brushing your pet’s teeth on a consistent basis will help prevent dental disease, which can go into their
   blood streams and harm your pets health
• Many eco-friendly toothbrushes with bamboo handles have nylon bristles, where our bristles are
   made of boar’s hair, making it compostable and good for the planet

Petique’s Eco-Friendly Bamboo Pet Toothbrush is sustainable and extremely effective when it comes to 
brushing your pet’s teeth. It takes your pet’s oral hygiene to the next level! The bristles are made of boar’s 
hair bristles, which don’t break down quickly like synthetic ones do and they clean your pet’s teeth a lot 
better too! The sleek handle is made of natural durable bamboo. It’s the ecological way to keep your 
pet’s mouth fresh for just as long as a normal toothbrush, and help the environment at the same time!

FEATURES 
• Smooth & natural bamboo handle 
• Boar’s hair bristle helps remove excess gunk for a cleaner teeth
• 100% eco-friendly and sustainable
• Biodegradable
• Non-toxic
• The entire toothbrush is compostable!
• Soy ink is used on the packaging which is recyclable

Bamboo Pet Toothbrush

DIMENSIONS 
Small:
• Product Size: 6”L X 1”W
• Product Weight: 0.5 LB

Large:
• Product Size: 7”L X 1”W
• Product Weight: 0.5 LB

Small 
TB01000003

Large 
TB01000006
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EZ-Fit Stroller Hooks
You’ve got enough on your hands! The EZ-Fit Pet Stroller Hooks are here to help hold your purses,
 shopping bags, and more! Attach them to your pet stroller handles or shopping cart and perfectly
 secure all your bags on the durable aluminum hooks to keep them in place! 

Now everything is conveniently within reach so you can enjoy a hands-free adventure with your fur 
baby!

FEATURES 
• Lightweight, durable aluminum hook
• Easy to attach and secure to pet stroller handles and can even be used with wheelchairs, shopping
   carts, walkers, and more
• Designed to hold multiple items including shopping bags, purses, or other essentials
• The hook and loop construction allows you to attach the hooks to every Petique Pet Stroller handle and 
   hold them securely in place
• Simple to slip items on/off easily with one hand
• Holds up to 2 LBS

BENEFITS 
• Allows pet parents to easily attach their essentials to their pet stroller
• Provides storage for pet strollers that do not have a basket
• Allows pet parents to have hands-free shopping trips
• Secures multiple bags in one place so they do not get misplaced

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 11.5”L X 1”W
     • Folded with hook: 8.50”L X 1.50”W
     • Hooks: 2.00”L x 1.00”W
     • Straps extended: 1.5”W
• Product Weight: 0.15 LB

EZ-Fit Stroller Hooks
AC02210000

https://youtu.be/kpkmXzfkcPg
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BENEFITS 
• Allows pet parents to easily store their essentials on their pet stroller
• Provides storage for pet joggers/strollers that do not have a cupholder tray
• Allows pet parents to have hands-free shopping/traveling trips
• Secures belongings and beverages for safety

Petique’s Portable Stroller Organizer is a must have accessory that comes with two cup holders and
a secure storage pocket to keep your items hands-free and within reach! 

The portable organizer is designed with heavy-duty material and adjustable Velcro that holds beverages, 
phones, treats, keys, and more! When the Portable Stroller Organizer is not in use, you can fold it back 
into a convenient pouch.

FEATURES 
• Easy to attach and secure to pet jogger/stroller handles
• Designed to store beverages, phones, treats, keys, and more
• When not in use, it can be folded into a convenient pouch
• Secure pocket keeps valuable items safe
• Holds up to 2 cups
• Patented

Portable Stroller Organizer

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 15”L x 4.5”W x 6”H
    • Folded: 6.50”L x 3.00”W x 3.75”H
    • Cupholder: 3.5”L x 3.5”L x 4”H
    • Pocket: 5.75”L x 3.25”W x 3”H
• Product Weight: 0.35 LB

Portable Stroller Organizer
AC01210005

https://youtu.be/Knijn1CmhnA
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Tug Control Reflective Pet Leashes
Petique’s Reflective Pet Leashes are designed with reflectors woven into the leash for optimal safety when 
you walk at night and a shock absorbing spring that helps you easily control your dog, cat, or other pet 
during your walks to keep them safe beside you. The shock absorbing spring effortlessly brings them back 
by absorbing tugs and pulls, which also helps relieve pressure on your dog or cat’s neck as well as your 
arm. Even when you have a dog that tugs, the grip is extremely comfortable on your hands and walking 
your pets is a lot more enjoyable with the Reflective Pet Leash. 

FEATURES 
• Strongly braided leash contains sewn-in reflective material
• Lightweight Shock Absorber
• Comfortable grip even for pets who like to pull hard
• Sleek pleather accent on the Kandy Kane and Elektric Blue
• Strong weave accent on the Bumblebee, Lady Bug, and Dragonfly

BENEFITS 
• Great for pets who like to walk off on their own. The Reflective Pet Leash will effortlessly control their tug 
   and bring them back
• Creates instant control for any size dog, cat, and other pet
• The reflective strip allows people to see you when you walk at night
• Easy on your pet’s neck and body and your arm for pets that like to tug or pull
• You can easily allow your pets to walk next to you like they are supposed to 
• Your pets will not feel like they are forced and pulled to walk next to you
• The leash size is the standard leash size to keep your pets trained and beside you

DIMENSIONS 
Small:
• Product Size: 3.8’L
• Thickness: 0.5”
• Product Weight: 0.20 LB
• Supports pets up to 20 LBS

Large:
• Product Size: 3.7’L
• Thickness: 0.8”
• Product Weight: 0.70 LB
• Supports pets up to 75 LBS

Medium:
• Product Size: 3.7’L
• Thickness: 0.7” 
• Product Weight: 0.35 LB
• Supports pets up to 45 LBS

X-large:
• Product Size: 1.8’L
• Thickness: 1” 
• Product Weight: 0.55 LB
• Supports pets up to 100 LBS

Bumblebee

Kandy Kane

Dragonfly Ladybug

Elektric Blue

XL Large Medium Small

These colors 
only come in 
Large and XL 

size

https://youtu.be/26T25e1A-l4
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Bike Adapter 
Petique’s Bike Adapter for the All Terrain Pet Jogger, Trailblazer Pet Jogger, and Breeze Pet Jogger 
connects to your bike. Now you can take your pets on a fun bike ride with you, where they will feel the 
breeze in their fur, smile on their faces, eyes closed, and tongue sticking out!

FEATURES 
• Attaches from the bottom of the pet joggers to the back of your bike
• Three options to adjust the distance from your bike to your pet jogger
• Very durable clasp to lock the bike adapter in place
• Portable
• Light
• Sturdy
• Durable

BENEFITS 
• Humans who love to ride bikes can now take their pets on their fun, fast paced journey and when they 
   stop to explore the town, they can park their bikes and stroll their pets!
• You can now travel further with your pets
• You can ride your bikes more 

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 35”L X 9”W X 2”H
• Product Weight: 1.55 LB

Bike Adapter
BA01000000

Rain Cover (Pet Joggers & Pet Strollers) 
Petique’s clear ventilated Rain Cover will protect your pets from getting wet! 
With breathable airways, your pets will stay dry while enjoying a nice stroll or jog with you.

FEATURES 
• Breathable airways for ventilation
• See-through 
• Full coverage
• Light and Durable
• Windproof

BENEFITS 
• Prevents your pets from getting wet and smelly 
   from the rain
• Protects your pets from the wind
• Transparent cover allows your pets to continue to 
   enjoy the view while staying dry and warm
• Protects your pet jogger from getting wet

DIMENSIONS 
Rain Cover (for Pet Joggers)
• Product Size: 40”L x 40”W x 26”H

Rain Cover (for Pet Strollers)
• Product Size: 35”L x 18”W x 27”H

Rain Cover (for Pet Joggers)
RC01000000

Rain Cover (for Pet Strollers)
RC02000000
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3-Layed Protective Face Mask 
with Photocatalyst
Petique’s stylish 3-layered protective Face Masks are infused with our new Photocatalyst Technology, 
which helps dissolve and protect you from the bad molecules in the air. The materials are upcycled from 
our limited edition Reversible Round Pet Beds and Comfy Mats. 

The photocatalyst-infused face masks are reusable and consist of 3 protective layers: 100% cotton, 100% 
soft polyester. and durable non-woven cloth. A flexible nose strip is inserted inside the mask to hug your nose 
for extra protection and contains adjustable elastic straps to secure around any face shape comfortably.

The durable and breathable cotton material must be hand-washed with soap. You’ll look great, reduce 
waste, and protect yourself and your loved ones all at the same time!

Fun Fact: Our Fabric Face Masks are handmade in Taiwan, one of the top 5 countries around the world 
providing relief during the COVID-19 pandemic.

DIMENSIONS 
Child Size
• Product Size: 5.6”L X 4”W

Adult Size
• Product Size: 7”L X 4.13”W

Hedgehog - Adult
4

Sheruff Pug - Adult
3

Denim - Small, Adult
10

Purple Cat - Small
2

Midnight - Small
13

Smokey - Small
12

Mauve - Adult
9

Shadow - Adult
14

Denim - Small
10

Limited
Edition!
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Napa Pet Stroller 
(3-in-1 Travel System)
Petique’s Napa Pet Stroller is a 3-in-1 travel system that makes traveling with your pets effortless. It’s a 
stroller, car seat, and carrier featuring a spacious interior and durable frame. The Napa Pet Stroller provides 
a smooth and enjoyable experience for your pets, even your pets who are handicapped, elderly, or 
have anxiety. You’ll love the way our patented pee pad insert feature creates an added advantage to 
help with messes and make cleaning up a lot easier. You can count on the Napa Pet Stroller to deliver a 
comfortable grip for instant control and a large storage basket perfect for storing items. Your pets will feel 
secure and comfortable as they enjoy traveling in our well ventilated stroller. Happy travels!

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 33”L x 19”W x 39”H  
    • Seat Space: 22.5”L x 12”W x 19”H
• Product Weight: 17 LBS 
• Supports pets up to 45 LBS

FEATURES 
• Patented pee pad insert feature for easy cleanup
• 3-in-1 luxury travel system - stroller, detachable carrier, car seat 
• Frame and bassinet are collapsible for easy storage 
• Easy tri-fold/unfold operation with roll away feature when folded
• Pump-free rubber wheels to reduce vibration and maximize stability
• Lightweight aluminum frame for superior strength and durability
• 2 large bassinet pockets
• Large undercarriage basket (Holds up to 5 LBS)
• Plenty of ventilation
• 4 quality mesh windows around the pet carrier
• Removable bassinet lighting for easy cleaning
• Two adjustable leashes and a dual wheel brake for optimal safety
• Weather resistant bassinet
• Detachable carrier turned car seat has straps that can attach to car seat belt
• Durable fabric material that meets ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety and stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• Relieves anxiety and stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Small dogs, cats, and other animals under 45 LBS
• Pets who are unable to sit in one spot in the car
• Pets who get car sick
• Pets who do not like or are unable to walk long distance
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling

- (Retail stores only) 

Black 
2ST10030004

Desert Rose
2ST10020004

Plenty of 
ventilation

Easy tri-fold/unfold

2 large 
bassinet 
pockets

Telescopic
handle Pump-free 

rubber wheels

Foldable pet stroller frame

360° Front 
wheel swivels 

Detachable carrier

Straps that can attach
to car seat belt 
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Malibu Pet Stroller
Pet and Pets Malibu Pet Stroller is designed to create a wagon or push cart look that people love for 
their dogs, cats, or small animals! With an added canopy to protect your pets from the rain or sun, your 
pets will enjoy the ride. The Malibu Pet Stroller is extremely light weight with a durable frame, spacious 
interior, and 360 degree rotating wheels for smooth enjoyable travel experience. Even your pets who are 
handicapped, elderly, or have anxiety, will love our Malibu Pet Stroller. You’ll love the way our patented 
pee pad insert mat feature creates an added advantage to help with messes. Your pets will feel secure 
and comfortable as they enjoy a PAWsome view through our well ventilated quality mesh windows. The 
Malibu Pet Stroller is great for people who do not want the look of a pet stroller, but needs a pet stroller. The 
Malibu Pet Stroller is also great for pets who are calm or shy.

FEATURES 
• The back material is purposely secured by Velcro to easily create a wagon or cart vibe with a canopy 
   attached to it
• Large back pocket
• Reflector strips on the canopy and the cart for safety precautions
• Lightweight and compact for easy travel and storage
• Easy one-handed fold feature
• Plenty of ventilation from the quality mesh windows
• Pee pad insert mat function for easy cleanup
• Seat can hold up to 45 LBS
• Two adjustable seat leashes and double rear brakes for optimal safety
• 360° Rotating front wheels for easy maneuvering
• Comfortable grip handle
• Beautiful accented white wheels to give the stroller style
• Durable fabric material that meets ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals

BENEFITS 
• Creates more of a wagon feature and less of a stroller look that some people prefer
• For dogs, cats, and small animals who are calm and will not jump out
• Relieves anxiety and stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Supports Dogs, Cats, and other animals under a total of 45 LBS
• For pets who still get to be out even though they do not like to walk for long
• Humans who can still exercise and take their pets out
• Pets who are old, disabled or unable to walk and still enjoy being out
• Pets who are healing from surgery 
• Puppies, kittens and other pets who have not been vaccinated

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 28” L X 15”W X 37”H
• Product Weight: 10.78 LBS
• Supports pets up to 45 LBS

Malibu
1ST08010000https://youtu.be/V9PAC86BjcE
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Swift Pet Stroller
Pet and Pets Swift Pet Stroller is designed to create privacy for your pets when they need it, while maintaining 
a comfortable air flow for them to enjoy their ride. The double front wheels attached to the sturdy frame 
are designed to stabilize the entire stroller, creating a smooth and relaxing walk for you and your pets. Even 
your pets who are handicapped, elderly, or have anxiety, will benefit from our Pet Stroller. Our patented 
pee pad insert feature creates an added advantage to help with messes and makes cleaning up a lot 
easier. With a little storage basket for your belongings, snacks, and water, you and your pets will be set for 
a wonderful stroll together! Happy Travels!

FEATURES 
• Quality mesh windows on the top of the canopy and in front of the pet stroller for comfortable air flow
• The front flap with the Pet and Pets logo on it rolls up and secures in place with a toggle
• When the front flap is rolled up, it creates optional air flow throughout the stroller
• When the front flap is closed, it creates privacy for pets who are more anxious, sleeping, etc.
• Patented pee pad insert to contain messes and make cleaning up easier
• Patented pee pad seat mat can be easily removed for washing
• Double rear brakes for safety
• Light and sturdy
• Comfortable grip handle with a one hand folding mechanism
• Two-way canopy
• Opens up to the back for your pets to have the option of looking forward
• Opens up to the front for your pets to look at you
• Fully opens to create a wagon style ride
• Opens half way to block the sun
• Fully closes tightly to prevent your pets from jumping out
• Front wheels rotate for easy steering
• Convenient storage basket
• Two leashes for safety
• Two front double wheels with a smooth 360 degree spin to make the stroller work smoothly

Black
1ST03020102

Turquoise
1ST03050102

BENEFITS 
• Perfect for dogs, cats, and other animals who have just undergone surgery
• For pets who are disabled 
• For pets with old age
• For pets who do not like to walk long distance
• Great exercise for humans who can also take their pets on longer journeys
• Puppies, kittens, and other new born animals that have not been vaccinated yet
• Pets who get anxious with the outside world, yet love the breeze and the fresh air
• Pets that need to be transferred from point A to point B (ex: the vet)
• For cats who are escape artists
• Helps keep your pets contained
• Helps relieve stress and anxiety
• Storage basket for your belongings

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 25.6”L x 18.1”W x 37”H
   • Seat Space: 19.7”L X 12.2”W X 21.7”H
• Product Weight: 12 LBS
• Supports pets up to 45 LBS
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Rollin’ Pet Stroller
Petique’s Rollin Pet Stroller is the perfect solution for pet owners who want to take their furry friends with 
them on outdoor adventures, while also keeping them safe and comfortable. This stroller is designed with 
both functionality and style in mind, and it comes equipped with a range of features that ensure a smooth 
and enjoyable ride for both pet and owner.

It features a spacious, comfortable interior that can accommodate pets up to 33 pounds, and a mesh 
canopy that provides plenty of ventilation and keeps your pet cool and comfortable during hot weather. 
The front wheels provide a 360 degree swivel that makes it simple to maneuver the stroller on adventures. 
It has a large storage basket, double rear brakes, a patented pee pad insert for easy cleanups and 2 
built-in adjustable leashes!

The Rollin Pet Stroller easily folds flat for storage and also features a padded handlebar for comfortable 
pushing. Overall, Petique’s Rollin Pet Stroller is a top-quality stroller that provides both comfort and 
convenience for pets and their owners. With its sturdy construction, spacious cabin area, and convenient 
storage options, it’s the perfect choice for anyone looking to take their furry friend on outdoor adventures.

FEATURES 
• Lightweight and compact for easy travel and storage
• Simple fold feature
• Quality mesh windows
• Pee pad insert function for messes and easy cleanups
• Seat can hold up to 33 LBS
• Storage basket can hold up to 5 LBS 
• Two adjustable seat leashes and double rear brakes for optimal safety
• 360° rotating double front wheels for easy maneuvering
• Comfortable grip handle
• Durable fabric material that meets ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals

Black
1ST18020003

Gray
1ST18220003

BENEFITS 
• Cozy stroller provides warmth and security
• Helps relieve stress and anxiety
• For pets who still get to be out even though they do not like to walk for long
• Humans who can still exercise and take their pets out
• Pets who are old, disabled or unable to walk and still enjoy being out
• Pets who are healing from surgery 
• Puppies, kittens and other pets who have not been vaccinated
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• For pets who are unable to control their bowels

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 29.92”L X 17.32”W X 37.10”H
    • Seat Space: 21.65”L X 11.81”W X 20.47”H
    • Handle Bar Height From Ground: 37.5”
• Product Weight: 9.40 LBS
• Supports pets up to 33 LBS
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Catalina Pet Stroller
Pet and Pets Catalina Pet Stroller is one of our lightest, medium sized pet stroller with a cup holder tray and 
storage basket that creates a easy travel experience for you and your pets. Featuring our durable frame 
and 360 degree rotating wheels for easy maneuvering, our Pet Stroller provides a smooth and enjoyable 
experience for your pets. Even pets who are handicapped, elderly, or have anxiety, will feel secure and 
comfortable in the Catalina Pet Stroller. You’ll love the way our patented pee pad insert feature creates an 
added advantage to help with messes and make cleaning up a lot easier. With mesh windows all around 
the stroller, your pets will feel secure and relaxed in the confines of their well ventilated ride.

FEATURES 
• Durable fabric material that meets ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• No harmful chemicals
• Ultra-light weight for easy travels
• Folds for compact storage
• Easy one-handed fold feature with comfort grip
• Plenty of ventilation with quality mesh for optimal air flow:
• Mesh in the canopy
• Front mesh
• Back mesh
• Pee pad insert function for messes and easy cleanups
• Convenient cup holder tray
• Seat can hold up to 45 LBS
• Storage basket can hold up to 5 LBS
• Two adjustable seat leashes for safety
• 360° rotating front wheels for easy maneuvering
• Comfortable grip handle

Bluejay
1ST06020000

Robin Red
1ST06010000

BENEFITS 
• Relieves anxiety and stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Supports Dogs, Cats, and other animals under a total of 45 LB
• For pets who still get to be out even though they do not like to walk for long
• Humans who can still exercise and take their pets out
• Pets who are old, disabled or unable to walk and still enjoy being out
• Pets who are healing from surgery 
• Puppies, kittens and other pets who have not been vaccinated
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, biking, shopping, etc.
• For pets who are unable to control their bowels

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 26.8”L X 14.6”W X 36.6”H
   • Seat Space: 23”L X 12”W X 19”H
• Product Weight: 12.76 LBS
• Supports pets up to 45 LBS

https://youtu.be/ctnikCnbazA
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Double Decker Pet Stroller
Pet and Pets Double Decker Pet Stroller is the squad mobile! Round up the troops because it’s family 
adventure time! With quality mesh windows that provide optimal air ventilation throughout the stroller, 
your pets will feel comfortable and enjoy traveling together! Every pet will get to experience a great view 
in the Double Decker Pet Stroller. Light, smooth and durable, traveling has never been so fun and easy!

FEATURES 
• Top and bottom bassinet, to keep pets comfortable in their own space
• Both seats include removable pee pad mats
• Adjustable leashes inside the bassinets
• The fabric on the bottom bassinet is removable and machine washable
• Quality mesh windows to provide optimal air ventilation
• 360º front wheel swivel for easy navigation
• One-hand fold feature makes it easy to fold and store
• Lightweight yet sturdy support
• Optimum safety with double rear brakes
• Ultimate comfort with cushioned handle

BENEFITS 
• Top and bottom bassinet separates pets who do not get a long
• Your pets will each have their own space
• Fits multiple pets
• If you only use one bassinet, you can use the other as a storage basket for your belongings
• Great for small dogs, cats, bunnies, and other small animals

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 38”L x 17.91”W x 36.5”H
    • Top Bassinet: 16”L x 12”W x 17”H
    • Top Seat Space: 15.75”L x 10.75”W x 16.25”H
    • Bottom Bassinet: 24”L X 12”W X 11.81”H
    • Bottom Space: 23.5”L x 11.5”W x 11.25”H
• Top bassinet holds up to 11 LBS
• Lower cabin holds up to 22 LBS
• Product Weight: 11.53 LBS

Black
1ST01300102

Turquoise
1ST01500102

https://youtu.be/ZARc97FWzyY
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Macaron Pet Carrier
Pet and Pet’s delectable Macaron Pet Carrier is the perfect way for your small pet to travel in 
style! It is airline approved with a durable, hard casing to create a spacious feeling for your pets 
to enjoy and feel secure. With plenty of ventilation and a clear window big enough for your 
pets to look outside and protect them from the sun, they will surely take delight in whatever 
adventure you take them on!

FEATURES 
• Plenty of ventilation to create optimal air flow
• Holes on top of the carrier
• Holes on the side of the carrier
• The quality mesh window on the front of the carrier
• High quality durable PU leather to create a soft and pearl effect
• Clear peek-a-boo window for your pets to lookout and for you to look in
   to check on your pets
• Big enough for you and your pets to see each other
• Big enough to protect them from the sun directly shining on them
• Completely collapsible – stores flat
• Flexible yet sturdy
• Adjustable shoulder strap

BENEFITS 
• Seat belt over the Macaron Pet Carrier during car rides keeps your pets 
   and everybody in the car safe
• Relieves anxiety and stress if your pets are not used to traveling in cars
• Pets who are unable to sit in one spot in the car
• Pets who get car sick
• Relieves anxiety and stress for your pets if they are not used to being outdoors
• Supports small dogs, cats, and other animals under 25 LBS
• Pets who do not like or are unable to walk long distance
• Pets whose paws need protection because the ground is too hot or too cold
• Pets whose parents love to take them out traveling, hiking, shopping, etc.

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 15”L X 9”W X 15”H
• Product Weight: 2.8 LBS
• Supports pets up to 25 LBS

Rose
1PC05010002

Mint
1PC05020002
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The Traveler Pet Carrier 
The LIMITED EDITION The Traveler Pet Carrier by Pets and Pets is the ultimate way to transport your furry 
companion in style and comfort. This carrier is designed with both you and your pet in mind, featuring a 
sleek and fashionable exterior that will turn heads wherever you go.

The Traveler Pet Carrier is made of high-quality, durable materials that are built to last. It is airline approved 
with a durable, hard casing to create a spacious feeling for your pets to enjoy and feel secure.

This carrier is also designed with functionality in mind. It has multiple access points, including 2 top zippers 
and 2 side doors, allowing for easy and stress-free entry and exit for your pet. The carrier also has 3 
essential carrying options, a detachable and adjustable shoulder strap comfortable handles, and 
dual-length carrying straps, making it easy and comfortable to carry.

The Traveler also includes an adjustable built-in leash and removable and washable pee pad insert to 
make cleanup a breeze! Overall, Petique’s Limited Edition The Traveler Pet Carrier is a stylish and practical 
choice for pet owners who want to travel with their furry friend in comfort and style.
 

FEATURES 
• Lightweight and compact for easy travel and storage
• Plenty of ventilation
• Pee pad insert function for easy cleanup
• Supports pets up to 20 LBS
• Adjustable built-in leash for optimal safety
• Durable fabric material that meets ASTM chemical standards for juvenile products
• Meets most TSA size requirements (double check with specific airline requirements)
• Two top windows for sightseeing and ventilation

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 19”L X 10”W X 10.5”H
• Product Weight: 3.2 LBS
• Supports pets up to 20 LBS

The Traveler Pet Carrier
PC06010002

Limited
Edition!
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Scratch Pad Cat House
Petique’s New Scratch Pad Cat House is the perfect solution for cat owners looking for a durable and 
stylish home for their furry friends. Made with high-quality materials, this cat house offers your cat a 
comfortable and safe place to sleep, play, and scratch.

Designed with your cat’s comfort in mind, this scratch pad cat house features a spacious interior and 
a double sided scratch board. The double-paneled scratch board provides your cat with a healthy 
outlet for their natural scratching instincts, helping to keep their claws in top shape and protect your 
furniture from scratches.

Why settle for a basic cat house when you can give your cat a comfortable and stylish home that also 
supports their health and wellbeing? Choose Petique’s New Scratch Pad Cat House today!

FEATURES 
• Large double-sided scratchboard for your cats to relieve their anxiety
• 100% non-toxic and environmentally friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Very sturdy and easy to build
• Light and durable cardboard material
• Easy to move around compared to the ones made of wood
• No formaldehyde 
• Sustainable
• Compostable
• Recyclable
• Cardboard is recycled and compressed to form strong panels

BENEFITS 
• Exercises cat’s natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, and marking their territory
• Helps relieve excitement, anxiety, and stress
• Helps prevent destructive behavior
• Completely safe and non-toxic material
• Helps exert excess energy
• Fun for bunnies and other small animals
• Provides a place to hide, where they feel safe and secure

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 16.3”L x 15.35”W x 15.39”H
• Product Weight: 2.16 LBS

1CH07000203

Scratch Pad 
Cat House
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The Box Eco Pet House

FEATURES 
• 100% non-toxic and environmentally friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Very sturdy and easy to build
• Light and durable cardboard material
• Easy to move around compared to the ones made of wood
• No formaldehyde 
• Sustainable
• Compostable
• Recyclable
• Cardboard is recycled and compressed to form strong panels
• Four large double sided scratchboards for your cats to scratch inside and outside of the house

BENEFITS 
• Cats scratch because it’s part of their natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, and 
marking their territory
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps protect your furniture because they have a scratch house as an alternative
• Completely safe if your pets accidentally consume the cardboard
• Helps exert excess energy
• Helps reduces stress/anxiety and helps them relax
• Fun for bunnies and other small animals
• Pets love hiding inside, where they feel safe and secure
• Pets love lounging and scratching on the roof

The Box
1CH05020200

The Box Eco Pet House by Pet and Pets is designed to accommodate your pet’s natural habitat and adapt 
with your pet’s natural instincts by leaving them feeling secure and stress-free! With four large double 
sided scratch boards inside and outside the house, your pets will be able to fulfill their natural tendencies 
like grooming their claws and marketing their territory. The Box Eco Pet House is the perfect scratching 
alternative to your furniture. Just put The Box next to the area that is getting clawed and it will divert the 
attention from your furniture to the amazing The Box Eco Pet House that’s made with quality and love. The 
sustainable and non-toxic pet house is made just for your cats, bunnies, and other small animals, so it’s safe 
if they accidentally consume the cardboard while they play.
 
Our cardboard and paper products are sourced responsibly from a Forest Stewardship Council accredited 
supplier, which ensures most minimum negative impact to our environment. They are always tested by 
reliable and reputable labs like SGS and ITS. We hold our products to the highest of standards and use 
premium materials.

Double-sided scratcboards
on FOUR sides, excluding back

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 21.66”L X 11.5”W X 18.51”H
• Product Weight: 5.26 LBS
• Supports pets up to 30 LBS
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Tippy Peak Eco Pet House
Pet and Pets Tippy Peak Eco Pet House are great for cats and other small animals that love to scratch and 
nestle. The Tippy Peak is designed with three large, durable double-sided scratch board to help relieve 
natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, anxiety and stress. The three-sided sustainable 
and non-toxic pet house is completely safe for your pets, the planet and the whole family! Even if you pets 
accidentally ingest the cardboard while scratching and nibbling on it, there are no harmful chemicals 
going into their body.
 
Our cardboard and paper products are sourced responsibly from a Forest Stewardship Council accredited 
supplier, which ensures most minimum negative impact to our environment. They are always tested by 
reliable and reputable labs like SGS and ITS. We hold our products to the highest of standards and use 
premium materials.

FEATURES 
• THREE double sided scratch boards
• 100% eco-friendly materials to protect your pets and the planet
• Very sturdy and easy to build
• Sustainable
• Non-toxic and completely safe if your cats accidentally ingest it
• Cardboard material does not create bacteria growth like wood
• No formaldehyde
• Cardboard is recycled and compressed to form strong panels
• Biodegradable
• Compostable

BENEFITS 
• Cats scratch because it’s part of their natural tendencies like grooming their claws, aggression, and
   marking their territory
• Cats scratch when they are excited or frustrated
• Helps protect your furniture because they have a scratch house as an alternative
• Helps exert excess energy
• Helps reduces stress/anxiety and helps them relax
• Fun for bunnies

DIMENSIONS 
• Product Size: 21”L X 11.5”W X 18.5”H
• Product Weight: 4.2 LBS
• Supports pets up to 30 LBS

Tippy Peak
ICH05010200

https://youtu.be/kj4Qd9_byto

Double-sided scratcboards
on ALL sides
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2051 S. Lynx Place
Ontario, CA 91761
Tel: (909) 673-0998     
Toll Free: (800) 421-1902
www.petique.com 

For Distribution, Wholesale, & 
Partnership Inquiries:
Tel: (909) 673-0998
Contact Us: wholesale@petique.com


